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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

WHEN Aristotle was asked why everybody was so 

fond of beauty, he replied, " It is the question of a 
blind man.'' Socrates described it as " a short-lived 

tyranny ;" and Theophrastus called it " a silent fraud." 
Most of these old philosophers spoke in great scorn 
and derision of the arts employed by the females of 
their time for the di!!play and preservation of their 
beauty. And it would seem that the ladies of those 

days carried these arts to greater extremes than even 
our modern belles. Juvenal bitterly satirizes the wo
men's faces as being "bedaubed and lacquered o'er." . 
The Roman belles used chalk and paint iu a most ex
travagant profusion, as we must infer from Martial, 
who tells us that " Fabula was afraid of the rain, ou 

account of the chalk on her face ; and Lobelia of the 
the sun, because of the druse with which her face was 
painted ; and the famous Poppma, the first mistress, 

zl 
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and afterwards the wife of Nero, made nse of an unc

tuous paint, which hardened upon her face, and entirely 

changed the original features." 

A history of alf the arts which my sex have em· 

ployed, since her creation, to set off and preserve her 

charms, would not only far exceed the limits of this 

volume, but it would be a tedious and useless book 

when written. I shall confine myself mainly to the 

modeNa arts which have fallen within my own observa

tion during an experience which has extended to nearly 

all the courts and fashionable cities of the principal 

nations of the earth. The recipes which I shall give 

for the various cosmetics, washes, pastes, creams, 

powders, etc., are such as are in use among the fash

ionable belles of the nrions capitols of the Old World. 

I give them as curiosities, desiring that they may pass 

for what they are worth, and no more. If, however, a 

lady wishes to nse such helps to beauty, I must ad

vise her, by all means, to become her oum manufacturer 

-not only as a matter of eCO'Mffly, bot of safet?t-as 

many of the patent cosmetics have ruined the finest 

complexions, and induced diseases of the skin and of the 

nervous system, which have embittered the life, and pre

maturely· ended the days of their victims. For a few 

shillings, and with a little pains, any lady can provide 

herself with a bountiful supply of all such things, com-
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posed of materials, which, at any rate, are harmless, 

and which are far superior to the expensive patent 

compounds which she buys of druggists. Some years 
ago, there was an amusing controversy and lawsuit in 

Eugland about a famous lotion for " improving and 

beautifying the complexion." A Mr. Dickinson, Mrs. 

Vincent, and a Mr. MacDonald, each claimed to be tht> 

inventor of the popular and profitable cosmetic, which 

sold for seven shillings and sixpence the pint bottle. 

The lawsuit disclosed both the materials and the coat 

of the compound, which were as follows : 

One and a half ounce of bitter almonds 

FifUlen grains of corrosive sublimate . 

One quart of water . 

Bottle . . . 

Cost of a quart 

. Hd. 

. ! 
. 0 

. 3 

•• lid. 

So that this fashionable lotion, which sold for seveu 

shillings and sixpence a pint, cost only five pence a 

quart, being a profit of seventeen h1VTUlred per cent. And 

it will be readily admitted that any lady who wished 

to treat her face to a dose of corrosive sublimate, could 

buy the ingredients and compound them herself, as 

easily as Mr. Dickinson and Mrs. Vincent. Thljre was 

tmother famous cosmetic, called Lignum's Lotinn, which 

was nothing more than a solutiou of sal-ammoniac iu 
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water, and cost three penco half-penny a quart, and i& 
was sold for five shillings. This, like nearly all the pa

tent preparations, was entirely useless, except to de

lade the vanity of my sex, and make money for its 

inventor. 

It is to gnard women against these monstrous impo

sitionr, and to save them from snch needless and useless 

expenditures, that I have encumbered this work with 

so many recipes. They were, many of them, given me 

by celebrated beauties who used them themselves; and 

most of them were, originally, written in the French, 

Spanish, German, and Italian languages. ·In translat

ing them, I am painfully impressed that I may have 

used many unprofessional terms, even if I have com

mitted no worse blunders ; bot, if my meaning is intel

ligible, they may, I think, be relied upon as the safest 

and best preparations which a lady can employ in her 

toilet. 
The Baroness de Staal confessed that she would ex

change half her knowledge for personal charms, and 

there is not much doubt that most women of genius, 

to whom nature bas denied the talismanic power of 

beauty, would consider it cheaply bought at that price. 

And let not man deride her sacrifice, and call it t~anity, 

until be becomes himself so morally purified and intel

lectually elevated, thlt he would prefer the society of 
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an ugly woman of genius to that of a great and match

less beauty of less intellectual acquirements. All wo

men know that it is beauty, rather than geni:ru, which 

all. generations of men have. worshipped in our sex. Can 

it be wondered at, then, that so mnch o! our attention 

should be directed to the means of developing and pre

serving our charms 7 When men speak of the imdlut 
of woman, they speak critically, tamely, coldly; but 

- when they come to speak of the charms of a beautiful 

woman, both their language and their eyes kindle with 

the glow of an enthusiasm, which shows them to be 

profoundly, if not, indeed, ridiculously in earnest. It 

is a part of onr natural sago.city to perceive all this, and 

we should be enemies to ourselves if we did not employ 

every allowable art to become the goddesses of that 

adoration. Preo.ch to the contrary o.s you may, there 

still stands the eternal fact, that the world has yet al

lowed no b,igher ... mission" to woman, than to be 

beautiful. Taken in the best meaning of that word, it 

may be fo.irly questioned if there is any higher mission 

for woman on earth. But, whether there is, or is not, 

there is no such thing as making femolt beauty play o. 

less part than it already does, in the admiration of man 

and in the aabition of woiNlin. With great propri

ety, if it did not spoil the poetry, might we alter 
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Mr. Pop~'s famous line on happiness, so as to make it 

read-
" 0 beauty I our being' a end and aim." 

My design in this volume is to discuss the various 

Arts employed by my sex in the pursuit of this para

mount object of woman's life. I have aimed to make 

a ust,fvl, as well as an entertaining and amusing book. 

The fortunes of life have given to my own experience, 

or observation, nearly all the materials of which it is 

composed. So, if the volume is of less importance 

than I have estimated, it must be charged to my want 

of capacity, and not to any lack of information on tho 

subject of which it treats. 

The HINTS TO GENTLEMEN ON THE ART OF F.o\SCIN.o\1'

ING, I am sure, will prove amusing to the ladies. And 

I shall be disappointed if it fails to be a useful and in

structive lesson to the other gender. The men have 

been laughing, I know not how many thousands of 

years, at tho vanity of women, and if the women have 

not been able to return the compliment, and laugh at 

the vanity on the other side of the bonse, it is only be

Ciluse they have been wanting in a proper knowledge 

of the bearded gender. 

If my " Hints" shall prove to be ·a looking

glass in w'1ich the men can "see themselves as others 
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see them," they will, I hope, not be unthankful for the 

favor I have done them. And if my own sex receives 

this book in the same spirit with which I have addressed 

myself to its subject, I shall be happy in the conviction 

that I have rendered my experience serviceable to them 

nnd honorable to myself. 

Lou MoNTEZ. 



' 



ARTS OF BEAUTY. 

CHAPTER I. 

FEllALE BEAUTY. 

" Look upon this face, 
Bxamlae eveey feature aad proportion, 
And you willa me mwol graat Ibis rare pleee 4allh'd. 
Natore, despalrlag e'er to make lbe lite, 
Brake ouddealy tile mould lo. which 'twas fuhloa'd; 
Yet, to Increase your pity, and call on 
Yoor Jaatlee willa aeverlty, lhll fair outalde 
Wu blllllle cover of a fairer mlod." 

K~!Jai·QI&08 ParU4furl4 of r-. 

Ir is a most difficult task to fix upon any general 
and satisfactory standard of female beauty, since forma 
and qualities the most opposite and contradictory are 
looked upon by dill'ereut nations, and by dill'erent indi
viduals, as the perfection of beauty. Some will have 
it that a beautiful woman must be fair, while others 
conceive nothing but brunettes to be handsome. A 
Chinese belle must be fat, have small eyes, short nose, 
high cheeks, and feet which are not longer than a 
man's finger. In the Labrador Islands no woman is 
beautiful 'lfho has not black teeth and white hair. 

lt 
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In Greenland and some other northern couLtries, the 
women paint their faces blue, and some yellow. Some 
nations squeeze the heads of children between boards 
to make them square, while others prefer the shape of a 
tugar-loaf as the highest type of beauty for that 
important top-piece to the "human form divine." So 
that there is nothing truer than the old proverb, that 
" there is no accounting for tastes." This difference 

· of opinion with respect to beauty in various countries 
is, however, principally confined to color and form, and 
may, undoubtedly, be traced to national habits and 
customs. Nor is it fair, perhaps, to oppose the tastes 
of uncivilized people to the opinions of civilized nations. 
Bnt then it must not be overlooked that the standard 
of beauty in civilized countri~s is by no means agreed 
upon. Neither the buoM roba of the Italians, nor the 
linda of the Spaniards, nor the ~bonpqint of the French, 
can fully reach the mystical standard of beo,uty to the 
eye of American taste. And if I were to say that it 
consists of an indescribable combination of all these, 
still yon would go beyond even that, before you would 
be content with the definition. Perhaps the best defi· 
uition of beauty ever given, was by a French poet, 
who called it a certain je 11t sais q!Wi, or, I rlrnrt know 
w/wJ! 

The following classical synopsis of female beauty, 
which has been attributed to Felibieo, is the best I 
remember to hav.e seen: 

" The head should be well rounded and look rather 
incliniDg to small than large. 

"The forehead white, smooth, and open (not with 
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the hair growing down too deep upon it), neither flat 
nor prominent, bot, like the head, well rounded, and 
rather small in proportion than large. 

" The hair either black, bright brown, or auburn, 
not thin, but full and waving, and if it falls in mode
rate curls, the better-the black is particularly useful 
in setting otJ the whiteness of the neck and skin. 

"The eyes black, chestnut, or blne ; clear, bright, 
and lively, and rather large in proportion than small. 

" The eyebrows well divided, full, semicircular, and 
broader in the middle than at the ends, of a neat turn, 
but not formal. 

'
1 The cheeks should not be wide, should have a 

degree of plumpness, with the red and white finely 
blended together, and should look firm and soft. 

" The ear should be rather small, well folded, and 
have an agreeable tinge of red. 

"The nose should be placed so as to divide the face 
into equal parts; should be of a moderate size, straight, 
and well squared, though sometimes a little rising in 
the middle, which is just perceivable, may give a very 
graceful look to it. 

" The mouth should be small, and the lips not of 
equal thickness ; they should be well turned, small, 
rather than gross, soft even to the eye, and with a 
living red in them ; a truly pretty mouth is like a rose-. 
bud that i.'l beginning to blow. The tt>eth should he 
middle-sized, white, well ranged and even. 

" The chin of a moderate size, white, soft, and 
c.greca.bly rounded. 

" The neck should be white, straight, and of a soft, 
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easy, flexible make; rather long than short, less above, 
and increasing gently towards the shoulders ; the 
whiteness and delicacy of its skin should be continued, 
or rather go on improving to the bosom ; the skin in 
general should be white, properly tinged with red, and 
a look of thriving health in it. 

" The shoulders should be white, gently spread, and 
with a much softer appearance of strength than in 
those of men. 

" The arm should be white, round, firm and soft, 
and more particularly so from the elbow to the band~. 

" The hand should unite insensibly with the arm ; it 
should be long and delicate, and even the joints and 
nervous parts of it should be without either any bard
ness or dryness. · 

" The fingers should be fine, long, round and soft ; 
small and lessening to the tips, and the nails rather 
long, round at the ends, and pellucid. 

" The bosom should be white and charming, neither 
too large nor too small ; the breasts equal in roundness 
and firmness, rising gently, and very distinctly sepa
rated. 

" The sides should be rather long and the hips wider 
than the shoulders, and go down rounding and lessen
ing gradually to the knee. 

" The knee should be even and well rounded. 
" The legs straight but varied by proper rounding 

of the more fleshy parts of them, and finely tnrned, 
white, and small at the ankle." 

It is very fortunate, however, for the human race 
that all men do not have exactly a correct taste in the 
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matter of female beauty, for if they had, a fatal degree 
of strife would be likely to ensue as to who should pos
sess the few type, of perfect beauty. The old man who 
rejoiced that all did not see alike, as, if they did, all 
would be after his wife, was not far out of the way. 



CHAPTER 11. 

A HAN DSO KE FORK. 

MANY women who can lay no claims to a bEautiful 

face have carried capt,ive the hearts of plenty of men 

by the beauty of their form. Indeed it may be ques

tioned if a perfect form does not possess a power of 

captivation beyond any charms that the most beautiful 

face possesses. Yon will often hear men say of such 

and such a girl, " to be sure she has not a beautiful face, 

but then she has a most exquisite form ;" and this they 

speak with such a peculiar earnestness that it is qui te 

evident they mean what they say. 
Those gloomy and nscetic beings who contemn the 

human body as only a cumbersome lump of clay, as a 

piece of corruption, and as the charnel-house of the 

soul, insult their maker, by despising the most in

genious and beautiful piece of mechanism of his physi

cal creation. God ho.s displayed so much care and love 

upon our bodies that He not only created them for use

fulness, bot be adorned them with loveliness. If it was 

not beneath oqr maker's glory to frame them in beauty, 

it certainly cannot be beneath us to respect and pre

serve the charlllS which we have received from his 

loving hand. To slight the3e gi!~ is to despise the 

" 
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giver. He that has made the temple of our sou111 
beautiful, certainly would not have ns neglect the 
means of preserving that beauty. Every woman owes 
it not only to herself, but to society, to be as beautiful 
and charming as she possibly can. The popular can't 
about the beauty of the mi'Jid as something which is in· 
consistent with, nnd in opposition to the beauby of tile 
body, is a superstition which cannot be for a moment 
entertained by any sound and rational mind. To de
spise the tempk is to insult ita occu,pant. The divine 
intelligence which has planted the roses of beauty in 
the human cheeks, and lighted its fires in the eyes, has 
also intrusted ns with a mission to multiply and in· 
crease these charms, as well as to develop and educate 
our intellects. 

Let every woman feel, then, that so far from doing 
wrong, she is in the pleasant ways of duty when she is 
studying how to develop and preserve the natural 
beauty of her body. 

"There's nothing ill can dwell in such a temple: 
If the ill spirit have so fair a bouse, 
Good things will strive to dwell with it." 

SB.utSPUBL 



CHAPTER III. 

BOW TO OBTAIN A BANDSOHE FORK. 

THE foundation for a beautiful form must un· 
doubtedly be laid in infancy. That is, nothing should 
be done at that tender age to obstr.oct the natural 
swell and growth of all the parts. " As the twig is 
bent, the tree's inclined," is quite as true of the body as 
of the mind. Common sense teaches us that the young 
fibres ought to be left, unincumbered by obstacles of 
art, to shoot harmoniously i!to the shape that nature 
drew. But this is a business for mothers to attend to. 

It is important, however, that the girl should under
stand, as soon as she comes to the years of discretion, 
or as soon as she is old enough to realize the import
ance of beauty to a womaii, that she has, to a certain 
extent, the management of her own form within her 
power. The first thing to be thought of is heaU!J, 
for there can be no development of beauty in sickly 
fibres. Plenty of exercise, in the o}Jbn air, is the great 
recipe. Exercise, not philosophically and with religious 
gravity undertaken, but the wild romping activities of 
a spirited girl who runs up and down as though her 
veins were full of wine. Everything should be done to 
give joJ and vivacity to the spirits at this age, for 

• 
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nothing so much aids in giving vigor and elasticity to 
the form as these. A crushed, or sad, or moping spirit, 
allowed at this tender age, when the shape is forming, 
is a fatal cause of a flabby and moping body. A bent 
and stooping form is quite sure to come of a bent 
and stooping spirit. If you would have · the shape 
" sway gracefully on the firmly poised waist "-if yon 
would see the chest rise and swell in noble and healthy 
expansion, send out the girl to constant and vigorous 
exercise iu the open air. 

And, what is good for the girl is good for the 10QIIIQ4I 

too. The same attention to the laws of IIUll,th, and the 
same pursuit of out-door exercise will help a lady to 
develop a haodsQme form nutil she is twenty or twenty
five years old. " Many a rich lady would give all her 
fortune to possess the expanded chest and rounded 
arm of her kitchen girlt Well, she might have had 
both, by the same amount of exercise and spare living." 
And she can do much to acquire them even yet. 

There have been many instances of sedentary men, 
of shrunk and sickly forms, with deficient muscle and 
scraggy arms, who by a change of business to a vigor
ous out-door exercise acquired fine robust forms, with 
arms as powerful and muscular as Hercules himself. 
I knew a young la<\f, who, at twenty-two years of age, 
in a. great degree overcame the deformity of bad a.rms. 
In every other respect she was a. most bewitching 
beauty. Bot her arms were distressingly thin a.nd 
scraggy ; and she determined at whatever pains, to 
remedy the evil. She began by a. "strict adherence to 
such a strong nutritious diet as was most favora.ble to 
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the creation cf 1r uscle. She walked every day several 
hours in the open air, and never neglected the constant 
daily use of the dnmb-bells. Thus she kept on, exer· 
cising and drilling herself, for two years, when a visible 
improvement showed itself, in the straightened and 
expanded chest ; and in the fine hard swell of musclu 
upon the once deformed arms. She had fought, and 
she had conquered. Her persevemnce was abundantly 
rewarded. Let the lady, who is ambitioUII for such 
charms, be assured that, if she has them not, they can 
be obtained on no lighter condition.q. 



BOW TO ACQUIRE A BRIGHT AND SKOOTB SKIN. 

TuB most perfect form will avail a woman little, nn· 
less it possess also that brigliJnus which is the finish~ 
iug touch and final polish of a beautiful lady. What 
avails 8 plump and well-rounded neck or shoulder if 
it is dim and dingy withal ? What charm can be found 
in the finest modelled arm if its skin is coarse and rusty r 
A. grater, even though moulded in the shape of th" 
most charming female arm, would posse6S small attrac
tions to 8 mao of taste and refinement. 

I have to tell yon, ladies-and the same must be said 
to the gentlemen, too-that the great secret of acquir· 
ing 8 bright and beautiful skin lies in three simplo 
things, 88 I have said in my lecture on Beautiful Women 
-temperance, exercise, and cleanliness. A young lady, 
were she 88 fair as Hebe, as charming as Venus her· 
self, would soon destroy it all by too high living and 
late hours. "Take the ordinary fare of a fashionable 
woman, and yon have a style of living which is sufficient 
to destroy the greatest beauty. It is not the quantity 
so much as the quality of the dishes that produces the 
mischief. Take, for instance, only strong coffee and hot 
bread and butter, aud you ha'l'"e a diet which is most. 
destructive to beauty. The heated grease, lo'lg iu 
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dalged in, is sure to derange the stomach, and, by creat
ing or increasing bilious disorders, gradually overspreads 
the fair skin with a wan or yellow hoe. After this meal 
comes the long fast from nine in the morning till five 
or six in the afternoon, when dinner is served, and the 
half-famished beauty sits down to sate a keen appetite 
with peppered soups, fish, roast; boiled, broiled, and 
fried meat; game, tarts, sweet-meats, ices, fruits, etc., 
eto., etc. How must the constitution anft'er in trying 
to digest this mela-nge! How does the heated complex
ion bear witness to the combustion within I Let the . 
fashionable lady keep up this habit, and add the other 
one of late boors, and her own looking-glass will tell her 
that • we all do fade as the leaf.' The firm texture of 
the rounded form gives way to a flabby softness, or 
yiel~ to o. ~craggy leanness, or shapeless fate. The 
once fair skin assumes a pallid rigidity or bloated· 
redness, which the deluded victim would still regard as 
the roses of health and beauty. And when she at last 
becomes aware of her condition, to repair the ravages 
she flies to paddings, to give shape where there is none; 
to stays, to compress into form the swelling chaos of 
flesh; and to paints, to rectify the dingy complexion. 
But vain are all these attempts. No ; if dissipation, 
late hours, and immoderation have once wrecked the 
fair vessel of female charms, it is not in the power of 
Esculapius himself to right the shattered bark, and 
make it ride the sea in gallant trim again." * 

CLJ:.A.NLinss is a subject of indispensable considera-
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tion in the pursuit of a. beautiful skin. The frequent 
use of the tepid bath is the best cosmetic I can recom· 
mend to my readers in this connection. By soch ablu· 
tions, the o.ccidental corporeaL impurities are thrown 
utr, cutaneous obstructions removed ; and while the 
surface of the body is preserved in its original bright
ness, many threatening disorders are prevented. It is 
by this means that the women of the East render their 
skins as soft and fair 11.3 those of the tenderest babes. 
I wish to impress upon every beautiful woman, and es
pecially upon tbe one who leads a city life, that she 
cannot long preserve the brightness of her charms 
without a daily resort to this purifying agent. She 
should make the bath ail indispensable au article in her 
house as her looking-glass. 



CHAPTER V. 

ARTIFICIAL HEANS. 

BEsiDES the rational and natural means of developing 
and preserving the beauty of th~ skin, there are many 
artificial devices by which a lady may keep up and 
show off her attractions to great advantage, nod for a 
long period. 

As long ago as 1809, an odd and half-crazy old duke 
in London, used to take a swent in a hot-milk bath, 
which wns found to impart a rema.-kable whiteness nnd 
smoothness to his skin, and the Indies ve.-y naturally 
caught the idea of using the milk-bath as a means of 
beautifying their complexion. In another place I hnH 
:nentioned some ludicrous scenes which followed the 
habit of milk-bathing in Paris. 

But a far more rational, less expensive, and more 
8cientific bath for cleaning and beautifying the skin is 
that of tepid water and bran, which is really a remarka
bly fine softener and pnrifyer of the surface of the 
body. 

The ladies of ancient Greece and Rome, who wero 
said to be remarkable for the brightness and trans
parency of their skins, used to rub themselves with a 
sponge, dampened with cold water, and follow this pro-
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cess by rubbin.,g hard with a dry napkin. Rightly 
managed, the human skin is susceptible of a high 
polish. Friction. is never to be neglected by those who 
would skim in the courts of beauty. 

The following wash was in great use among the bean
ties of the Spanish Court, and gives a polished white
ness to the neck and arms. 

Infuse wlrad-hran, 'UieU sifted, for fottr /tQUrs in white 
'Wim vimgar, add to it fit-e yolks of eggs and two grai11s 
of amberg-ris, and distill the w!UJle. It sl1ouid he care
fully CQ1'ktd for twel-oe or fiftem dalys, when it will he fit 
fortue. 

A lady may apply it every time she makes her toilet, 
and it will be sure to arld a fine polish and lustre to her 
skin. 

The following wash is a great favorite with the ladies 
on the continent of Europe, and cannot be used with
out the happiest eft'ects, while it is a delightful and re
freshing perfume : 

Distill two handfuls of jessamim jlqwers in a quart of 
rose-water and a quart of orange 'Water. Strain through 
por()US paper, and add a 1cruple of mwk a.nd a scn£ple of 
afllhergm. 

There cannot be a more agreeable wash for the 
skin. 



CHAPTER VI. 

BEAUTY OF ELASTICITY. 

THE most perfect form, and the most brilliant skin 
will avail a woman little, unless she possess, also, that 
physical agility, or dasticity, which is the soul of a 
beautiful form in woman. A half-alive and sluggish 
body, however perfectly formed, is, to say the most, but 
half beautifuL When you behold a woman who is like 
a wood-nymph, with a form elastic in all its parts, and · 
o. foot as light as that of the goddess, whose flying step 
" Rcarcely brushed the unbending corn," whose conscious 
limbs and agile grace moved in harmony with the light 
of her Rparkling eyes, you may be sure that she carries 
all hearts before her. There are women whose ex
quisite forms seem as flexible, wnvy and undulating 
as the graceful liliel! of the field. The stiff and prim 
city belle, incased in hoops and buckram, may well 
envy that agile, bouncing country romp, who, with na
ture's roses in her cheeks, skips it like a fawn, and 
sends out a laugh as natural and merry as the notes of 
song-birds in June. And she may be sure that her 
husband or loTer never looks upon such a specimen of 
nature's own beauty, but, that he quietly wishes in his 
heart that his wife, or sweetheart, were like her. Let 

M 
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the city belle lea.rn 8 lesson from this. She can have · 
the same charms on the same conditions that the 
country la.ss has obtained them . . Bot; by high living, 
late hours, and all the other dissipations of fashionable 
city life---never! That country lass goes to bed with 
the robin, and is up with the lark. Her life is after 
nature's fashion, and she i!! rewarded with nature'3 
most sprightly gifts. Whereas this city belle goes to 
bed at indefinite midnight hours, and crawls languidly 
oat at mid-day, with a jaded body and a feverish mind, 
to mope through the tedious rounds of daily dullnes!l, 
until night aguin rallies her f~iut 1\nd exhausted 
spirits. Her life is by gaslight. 

Most that I haye said in the chapter on tho meant~ 
of obtaining 8 bright and handsome form, applies 
equally to the subject of this chapter. Bot, there are 
some artificial tricks which I have known beautiful 
ladies to resort to for the purpose of giving elasticity 
und sprightliness to the animl\l frame. The ladies of 
France and Italy, especially those who are professionally, 
or as amateurs, engaged in exercises which require 
great activity of the limbs, as dancing, or plnying on 
instruments, sometimes rub themselves, on retiring to 
bed, with the following preparation : 

Fat of tbe stag, or deer • 
Florence oil ( '>r olive oil) 
Virgin wax • 
Musk • • . 
White brandy 
Rose water . 

8 oz. 
6 oz. 
s oz. 
1 grain. 
! pint. 
4 01. 
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Pot the fat, oil, and wax into a well glazed earthen 
vessel, and let them simmer over a slow fire until they 
are assimilated ; then pour in the other ingredients, 
and let the whole gradually cool, when it will be fit for 
use. There is no doubt but that this mixture, fre
quently and thoroughly rubbed upon the body on going 
to bed, will impart a remarkable degree of elasticity to 
the muscles. In the morning, arter this preparation 
has been used, the body should be th!)rougbly wiped 
with a sponge, dampened with cold water. 



CHAPTER VII. 

A BEAUTIFUL FACE. 

Ir it be true " that the face is the index of the 
mind," the recipe for a beautiful face must be some
thing that reaches the soul. What can be done for a 
human face, that has a sluggish, sullen, arrogant, angry 
mind looking out of every feature ? An habitually ill· 
natured, discontented mind ploughs the face with inevita
ble marks of its own vice. However well shaped, or 
however bright its complexion, no such face can ever 
become really beantiful. If a woman's soul is without 
cultivation, without taste, without refinement, without 
the sweetness of a happy mind, not all the mysteries of 
art can ever make her face beautiful. And, on the 
other band, it is impossible to dim the brightness of an 
elegant and polished intellect. The radiance of a 
charming mind strikes through all deformity of features, 
and still asserts its sway over the world of the affec
tions. It bas been my privilege to see the most cele
brated beauties that shine in all the gilded courts of 
fashion throughout the wcrld, from St. James's to St. 
Petersburgh, from Pari.'! to Hindostan, and yet I have 
found no art which can atone for an· unpolished mind, and 
an unlovely heart. That chastened and delightful activ-

IT 
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ity of soul, that spiritual energy which gives animation, 
grace, and living light to the animal frame, is, after all, 
the real source of beauty in a woman. It is tAat which 
gives eloquence to the language of her eyes, which 
sends the sweetest vermilion mantling to the cheek, 
and lights up the whole pmun:fll.l as if her very body 
thought. That, ladies, is the ensign of beauty, and the 
herald of charms, which are sure to fill the beholder 
with answering emotion, and irrepressible delight. I 
never see a creature of such lively and lovely animation, 
but I fall in love with her myself, and only wish that I 
were a man, that I might marry her.* 

I cannot resist the temptation to close this ch&pter 
with a beautifnl quotation from an old Greek poet, which 
proves that common sense on this subject of beo.llty is 
.not by any means of recent date in the world. 

"Why tinge the cheek of youth? the snowy neck, 
Why load with jewels? why anoint the hair? 
Ob, lady, scorn these arts; but richly deck 
Thy soul with virtues : thus for love prepare. 
Lo, with what vermil tints the apple blooms! 
Say, doth the roee the painter's band require t 
.Away, then, with cosmetics and perfumes! 
The charms of nature most excite desire." 

• Leelure Oil BeaatUI!.l Womu. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

BOW TO OBTAIN. A BEAUTIFUL COXPI..:;:XION. 

Tnouas it is true that a beautiful mind is the firs~ 
thing requisite for a beautiful face, yet bow much more 
charming will the whole become through the aid of a fine 
complexion ? It is not easy to overrate the importance 
of complexion. The features of a Juno with a dull skill 
would never fascinate. The forehead, the nose, the lips, 
may all. be faultless in size and shape ; but still, they 
can hardly look beautiful without the aid of a bright 
complexion. E-ren the finest eyes lose more than half 
their power, if they are surrounded by an inexpressivu 
complexion. It is in the coloring or compltxWn that the 
artist shows his great skill in giving expression to the 
face. Overlooking entirely the matter of 1:amty, it is a 
woman's duty to use all the means in her power to 
beautify and preserve her complexion. It is fitting 
that the " index of the soul" should be kept os clean 
and bright and beautiful as possible . 

.All that I have said in chapters IV. and V., apply 
also to the subject of the present chapter. A stomach 
frequently crowded with greasy food, or with artificial 
stimulants of any kind, will in a short time spoil the 
brightest complexion. All excesses tend to do the same 
thing. Frequent ablution with pure cold water, followed 

88 
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by gentle and very frequent rubbing with a dry napkin, 
is one of the best cosmetics ever employed. 

It is amusing to reflect upon the tricks which vain 
beauties will resort to in order to obtain this paramount 
aid to female charms. Nor is it any wonder that woman 
should exbanst all her resources in tbiJI pursuit, for her 
face is such a public thing, that there is no biding the 
least deformity in it. She can, to some extent, hide 
an ngly neck, or shoulder, or band, or foot-but there 
is no biding-place for au ngly face. 

I knew many fashionable ladies in Paris who used 
to bind their faces, every night on going to bed, with 
thin slices of raw beef, which is said to keep the skin 
from wrinkles, while it gives a youthful freshness and 
brilliancy to the complexion. I have no doubt of 
its efficacy. The celebrated Madam Vestris used 
to sleep every night with her face plastered up with 
a kind of paste to ward off the threatening wrin
kles, and keep her charming complexion from fading. 
I will-give the recipe for making the Vestris' Paste for 
the benefit of any of my readers whose looking-glass 
warns them that the dimness and wrinkles of age are 
extinguishing the roses of youth : 

Th whites of four eggs boik.d i11. rose-r.oaur, lw.lf oo 
OU?IU of alu.m, lw.lf a.on ou?IU of oil of meet al11W'TIIi3; beat 
tlu wlwlt toge.tlur till it assumes tlu consistt'llct of a paste. 

The above, spread upon a silk or muslin mask, and 
worn at night, will not only keep back the wrinkles 
and preserve the complexion fair, bat it is a great remedy 
where the skin becomes too loosely attached to the 
muscles, as it gives firmness to the parts. Wbun I was 
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last in Paris (1857) I was shown a recent invention of 
ready-made masks for the face, composed of fine thick 
white Bilk, lined, or plastered, with some kind of fard, 
or paste, which is designed to beautify and preserve 
the complexion. I do not know the component parts 
of this preparation; but I doubt if it is any better 
than the recipe which was given to me by Madam 
Vestris, and which I have given above. This trick is 
so entirely French that there is little danger of ita get
ting into gemral practice in this country. In Bohemia 
I have seen the ladies flock to arsenic springs and 
drink the waters, which gave their skins a transparent 
whiteness ; but there is a terrible penalty attached to 
this folly ; for when once they habituate themselves to 
the practice, they are obliged to keep it up the rest of 
their days, or death would speedily follow. The beau· 
ties of the court of George I. were in the habit of tak
ing minute doses of quicksilver to obtain a white and 
fair complexion ; and I have read in Pepys's Diary of 
some ridiculous HCene3 which occurred at dancing par
ties from this practice. Young girls of the present day 
sometimes eat such things as chalk, slate, and tea

grounds to give themselves a white complexion. I havo 
no doubt that this is a good way to get a pale .com
plexion ; for it destroys the health, and surely drives 
ont of the face the natural roses of beauty, and, in
stead of a bright complexion, produces a wan and 
ldckly one. Every young girl ought early to be im
pressed that whatever destroys health spoils her 
beauty. 

The most remarkable wash for the face which I have 
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ever known, and which is said to have been known to 
the beauties of the court of Charles II., is made of a 
eimple tincture of btnzoi'll J?recipitated by water. All 
you have to do in preparing it is to taka small pita of 
tM gum be-nzoin amd boil it in spirits of wine till it becotnD 
a rick tincturt. Fifttm drops of this, pourtd into a glass 
of water, will product a mixture whicla will look like milk, 
omd emits a most agrt.table perfi1A111. 

This delightful wash seems to have the effect of call
ing the purple stream or the blood to the external 
fibres of the face, and gives the cheeks a beautiful 
rosy color. If left on the face to dry, it will render 
the skin clear and brilliant. It is also an excellent 
remedy for spots, freckles, pimples, and eruptions, if 
they have not b('en of long standing. 



CHAPTER IX. 

HABITS W'BICB DESTROY TBE COMPLEXION. 

THERE arc many disorders of the skin which are in
duced by culpable ignorance, and which owe their ori
gin entirely to circumstances ccnnected with fashiO'Tl or 
lrabit. The frequent and sudden changes in this coun
try from heat to cold, by abruptly exciting or repress
ing the secretions of the skin, roughen its texture, 
injure its hue, and often deform it with unseemly 
eruptions. And many of the fashions of dressing the 
head, are still more inimical to the complexion, than 
the climate. The habit the ladies have of going into 
the open air without a bonnet, and often without a 
veil, is a ruinous one for the skin. Indeed, the fashion 
of the ladies' bonnets, which only cover a few inches of 
the back of the head, is a great tax upon the beauty of 
the complexion. In this climate, especially, the head 
and face need protection from the atmosphere. Not only 
a woman's beafdy, but her /wJ.lth requires that she should 
never step into the open air, particularly in autumnal 
evenings, without a sufficient covering to her head. 
And, if she regards the beauty of her complexion, she 
must never go out into the bot son without her veil. 

The custom, commo:1 'lmoug ladies, of drying the 
48 
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perspiration from their faces by powdering, or of cooling 
them when they arc hot, from exposure to the sun or 
dancing, by washing with cold water, is most destrnc· 
tive to the complexion, aud not uofrequently spreads o. 
humor over the face which renders it hideous for ever. 
A little common sense ought to teach a woman that, 
when she is overheated, she ought to allow herself to 
cool gradually ; and, by all means, to avoid going into 
the air, or allowing· a draught through an open door, or 
window, to blow upon her while she is thus heated. 
If she will not attend to these rules, she will ba for
tunate, saying nothing about her beauty, if her life does 
not pay the penalty of her thoughtlessnes:~. 

Ladies ought also to know that excessive heat is a.s 
bad as excessive cold for the complexion, and often 
causes distempers of the skin, which are difficult of cure. 
Look at tho rough and dingy face of the desert-wan· 
dering gipsy, and you behold the effects of exposure 
to alternate beats and colds. 

'l'o remedy the rigidity of the muscles of the face, 
aud to cure any roughness which may be induced by 
daily exposure, the following wash may be applied with 
almost certain relief: 

klix two parts of while bromdy wuh om part of rosc
wattr, and wash tilt faa with it night and fMT"ning. 

The brandy keeps up a gentle action of the skin, 
which is so essential to its healthy appearanct, also 
thoroughly cleanges the surface, while the rose-water 
counteracts the drying nature of the brandy, and leaves 
the skin in a natural, soft, and fiexible state. 

At a trifiing expense, 111 lady may provide herself 
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with a delightful wash for the face, which is a thousand 
times better than the expensive lctwm which she pur· 
chases at the apothecaries. Besides, she bas the ad
vants.ge of knowing what she is using, which is far 
from being the case where she bays the prepared pa
tent lotions. These preparations are generally put up 
by ignorant quacks and pretenders ; .and I have 
known the most loathsome, beauty-destroying, indolent 
ulcers to be produced by the use or them. 

The following is a recipe for making another wash 
for the face, wbich is a favorite with the ladies of 
France. 

Tak equal parts of tht suds of tlu mtlO'II yu.mpl.-in, 
g(1111Td and cruumbtr, poundtd till they are reduwl to 
p{JtDder; add to it sujficient fresh crta-n& to dilute tht 
jluur, and then add milk t:nough to reduce the 1J)Mle to a 
thin paste. .Add a grain of musk, and a few drops of 
tht oil of lemO'II. Anoiftt tht face 'll:ith this, lea-ce it 
0'11 t'!DtiiJy or thirty minutes, or overnight if wnvenient, 
at&d 1J)ash o.ff 1J)ith 1J)arm water. It gi~:es a remarkable 
yu.rity and brightness to tht complaion. 

A fashionable beauty at St. Petersburgb gave me 
the following recipe for a w'lsb, wbicb imp:nts a re
markable lustre t'> the face, and is the greatest favorite 
of a Russian lady's toilet. 

Infuk a handful of 1J)ell sifted 1J)heat bran for four 
lwtvrs in 1J)hite 1J)ine tJinegar ; add to it five yolh of eggs 
a11d t1J)o grains of m-.fk, and distill the 11)/wk. Bottle it, 
kLep carefully corked, fifteen days, 1rhen it 1J)ill be fit for 
we. Apply it Q~,v:rnight, a1ul 1J)ash i" tht morning 1J)Uh 
tepid water. 
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PulPERNEL W AT&R is a sovereign wash with the ladies 
all over the continent of Europe, for whitening the com
plexion. All they do to prepare it is simply to steep 
that wholesome plant in pure rain water. It is such a 
favorite that it is rtlgarded as almost indispensable to a 
lady's toilet, who is particularly attentive to the 
brightness of her complexion. 



CHAPTER X. 

PJ. INTJ AND POWDERS. 

b Satan has ever bad any direct agency in inducing 
woman to spoil or deform her own beauty, it must have 
been in tempting her to use paints and t'TUJ,mt/lirzg. 
Nothing so effectually writes memento mori! on the 
cheek of beauty as this ridiculous and culpable practice. 
Ladies ought to know that it is a sure spoiler of the 
skin, and good taste ought to teach them that it is a 
frightful distorter and deformer of the natural beauty of 
the " human face divine." The greatest charm of 
beauty is in the e:xpressi.lm of 11o lovely face ; in those 
divine flashes of joy, and good-nature, and love, which 
beam in the human countenance. But Vlhat expression 
can there be in " a face bedaubed with white paint and 
enamelled? No flush of pleasure, no thrill of hope, no 
light of love can shine through the incrusted mould." 
Her face is as expressionless as that of a painted mum
my. And let no woman imagine that the men do not 
readily detect this poisonous mask upon the skin. 
Many a time have I seen a gentleman shrink from sa
luting a brilliant lady, as though it was a dcath'B head 
he were compelled to kiss. The secret was, that her 
face and lips were bedaubed with paints. All white 

C7 
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paints are not only destructive to the skiu, but they are 
ruinous to tho health. I have known paralytic affec
tions and premature death to be traced to their use. 
But alas I I am afraid that ihere never was a time when 
many of the gay and fashionable of my sex, did not 
make themselves both contemptible and ridiculous by 
this disgusting trick. The ancient ladies seem to have 
outdone even modern belle3 in this painting business. 
The terrible old Juvenal draws the following picture of 
one of the flirts of his day : 

But tell me yet; this thing, thus daubed and oiled, 
Poultieed, plastered, baked by turns, 11nd boiled, 
Thus with pomatums, ointments, lacquered o'er, 
Ie it a face, Usidius, or a aure 1 

Bat it is proper to remark, that what has bee.n said 
against white paints and enamels does not apply with 
equal force to the use of nuge. Rouging still leaves the 
neck and arms, aud more than three-quarters of the 
face to their natural complexion, and the language of 
the heart, expressed by the general complexion, is not 
obstructed. A little vegetable rot•ge tinging the cheek 
of a beautiful woman, who, from ill health or an 
anxious mind, loses her roses, may be excu.~able ; and so 
transparent is the texture of such rottge (if unadulterated 
with lead) that when the blood does mount to the 
face, it speaks through the slight covering, and enhan
ces the fading bloom. But even this allowable artifi
cial aid must be used with the most delicate taste, and 
discretion. The tint on the cheek, should always be 
fainter than what nature's pallet would have painted. 
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A violently rouged woman is a disgusting sight. Tl:.e 
excessive red ou the face gives a coarseness to every 
feature, and a general fierceness to the countenance, 
which transforms the elegant lady of fashion into a 
vulgar harridan. But, in no case, can even rouge be 
used by ladies who have passed the age of life when 
roses are natural to the cbeek. A ruuged old woman is 
a horrible sight-a distortion of nature's harmony I 

Excessive use of powder is also a vulgar trick. None 
but the very finest powder should ever be used, and the 
lady should be especially careful that sufficient is not 
left upon the face to be noticeable to the eye of a gentle· 
man. She must be very particular that particles of 
it are not left visible auout the base of the nose, and 
in the hollow of the chin. Ladies sometimes catch up 
their powder, and rub it on in a hurry, without even 
stopping to look in the glass, and go into company with 
their faces looking as though they just came out of a 
meal-bag. It is a ridiculous sight, and ladies may be 
sure it is disgusting to gentlemen. 



CHAPTER XI. 

A B EA. UTIFUL B OS Oil. 

I AU aware that this is a subject which most be 
handled with great delicacy ; but my book would be 
incomplete without some notice of this "greatest claim 
of lovely woman." And, besides, it is undoubtedly 
true, that a proper discussion of this subject will seem 
peculiar only to the most vulgar minded of both sexes. 
If it be true, as the old poet sung, that 

"Heaven rests on those two heaving hills of snow," 

why should not a woman be suitably instructed in the 
right mauagement of such extraordinary charms ? 

The first thing to be impressed upon the mind of a 
lady is, that very low-necked dresses are in exceeding 
bad taste, and are quite sure to leave upon the mind 
of a gentleman an equivocal idea, to say the least. A 
word to the wise on this subject is Rnfficient. If o. 
young lady has no father, or brother, or husband to 
direct her taste in this matter, she will do well to sit 

· down and commit the above statement to memory. It 
is a charm which a woman, who understands herself, 
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will leave not to the public eye of man, but to his 
imagination. She knows that moduty is the divine spell 
that binds the heart of man to her forever. But my 
observation has taught me that few women are well 
informed as to the physical management of this part of 
their bodies. The bosom, which nature has formed 
with exquisite symmetry in itself, and admirable adap
tation to the parts of the figure to which it is united, is 
often transformed into a shape, and transplanted to a 
place, which deprive it of its original beauty and har
mony with the rest of the person. This deforming 
metamorphosis is elTceted by means of stiff stays, o1· 
corsets, which force the part out of its natural position, 
and destroy the natural tension and firmness in which 
so much Qf its beauty consists. A young lady should be 
instructed that she is not to allow even her own hand 
to press it too roughly. Bot, above all things, to avoid, 
especially when· young, the constant pressure of such 
hard substances as whalebone and steel ; for, besides 
the destruction to beauty, they are liable to produce all 
the terrible consequences of absceses and cancers. 
Even the padding which ladies nse to give a full ap
pearance, where there is a deficient bosom, is sore, in 
a little .time, to entirely destroy all the natural beauty 
of the parts. As soon as it becomes apparent that the 
bosom lacks the rounded fullness due to the rest of her 
form, instead of trying to repair the deficiency with 
artificial padding, it should be clothed as loosely as 
possible, so as to a void the least artificial pressure. 
Not only its growth is stopped, but its complexion is 
spoiled by these tricks. Let the growth of this beanti· 
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ful part be )(1ft as unconfined as the young cednr, or as 
the lily of the field. And for that reason the bodice 
should be fiexible to the motion of the body nnd the 
undulations of the Fhape. The artificinl india-rubber 
bosoms are not only ridiculous contrivances, but toey 
are absolutely ruinous to the beauty of the pnrt. 

Tho following preparation, very softly rubbed upon 
the bosom for five or ten minutes, two or three times a 
day bas been used with success to promote its growth. 

Tincture of myrrh 
Pimpernel water • 
.Elder-flower water 
l{usk • • • . 
Rectified spirits of wino 

4 oz. 
1 gr. 
6 oz. 

I have known ladies to take a preparation of iodyne 
internally to remedy a too large development of the 
bosom. But this must be a dangerous experiment for 
the general health. The following external npplication 
bas been recommended for this purpose. 

Strong esse nco of mint 
Iodine of zinc. . 
Aromatic vinegar 
Essence of cedrat 

1 oz. 
2 gr. 
2 gr. 

10 drops. 

If, from sickness, or any other cause, the bosom has 
lost its beauty by becoming soft, the following wash, 
applied as gently as possible morning and night, will 
have a most beneficial effect. 
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Alum water 
Strong camomile water 
White brandy 

1 oz. 
1 oz. 
2 oz. 
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If the whole body is not affiicted with a general de
cay and flabbiness, the use of this wash for a mouth or 
two will be quite sure to produce the happiest effects. 



CHAPTER XII. 

BEAUTIFUL BYES. 

THE eyes hc,ve been called the " windows of the soul," 
and all that I have said in another part of this book of 
the influence of the passions on the beauty or deformity 
of the face, applies with peculiar force in this place. 
Now here will ill-nature and bad passions show them
selves so glancingly as in the eyes. Whenever we 
would find out what the soul is, we look straightway 
into its " windows." If they close upon as, or turn 
away, we are forced to conclude that all is not .right 
within. On the other band, where we see frank, hap
py, laughing eyes, we naturally believe that a.miability, 
sincerity, and truth are in the heart. It ·is not so much 
the color or the size of the eyes, as it is their expre.~sion 
that makes them beautiful. 

There is no more wretched deformity to a woman 
than a. certain unnatural, and studied la;nguishing of the 
eyes, which vain and silly women sometimes effect. I 
have read that when Sir Peter Lely painted a cele
brated belle, who had the sweet peculiarity of a lo:1g 
and languishing eye, no fashionable lady for a long 
time appeared in public who did not affect the soft 
sleepiness and tender slow moving look of Sir Peter'R 

II' 
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picture. The result, of course, was, that queer ~r1 and 
sq1tints everywhere met a gentleman's gaze in the ditl
torted faces of the fair. There is no one of the beautiful 
organs of woman that needs to be left so entirely to the 
unconstrained art of 'IUUure as the eye. Let woman 
believe that all the tricks played with the eyes, are ab
surd and ruinous to beauty. It once happened in Tar
key that the monarch expressed his great admiration 
for "large and dark-lashed eyes." · From that hour, 
all the fair slaves on whom nature bad not bestowed 
" the wild stag-eye in sable ringlets rolling," set to 
work to supply the deficiency with circles of antimony. 
Thousands of beautiful women most have frightfully 
distorted themselves. There is, almo3t invariably, a 
lovely harmony between the color of the eyes and its 
fringes and the complexion of a woman, which cannot 
be broken up by art without an insult to nature. The 
fair complexion is generally accompanied with blue 
eyes, light hair, and light eyebrows and eye-lashes. 
'Fhe delicacy of one feature is preserved, in effect and 
beauty, by the corresponding softness of the other. 
Bat take this fair creature, and draw a black line over 
her softly tinctured eyes, stain their beamy fringes with 
a sombre hue, and how frightfully hBve you mutilated 
nature I On the other hand, a brunette with light 
eye-brows, would be a caricature of a beautiful wo
man. If a woman ha.~ the misfortune from disease, or 
otherwise, to have deficient eye-brows, she may delicate
ly supply the want, as far as she can, with artificial 
pencilling ; bot, in doing this, she most scrnpulonsly fol
low nature &.nd make the color of her penciling to 
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correspond with her complexion. The eastern women, 
many of whom have large dark eyes, lave great skill 
in pencilling the eye so as to add to its natural power ; 
bot I have witnes.c;ed ridiculous failures in such tricks, 
even there. The Turkish and Cireassian women use 
!te-n:na for pencilling the eyes. Among the Arabs of the 
desert, the women blacken the edge of their eye-lids 
with a black powder, .and draw a line round the eye 
with it, to make tire organ appear large. Large black 
eyes are the standard of beauty among nearly all eastern 
women. 

The Spanish ladies have a custom of squeezing 
orange juice into their eyes to make them brilliant. 
The operation is a little painful for a moment, but 
there is no doubt that it does cleanse the eye, and 
impart to it, temporarily, a remarkable brightness. 

· But the best recipe for bl'ight eyes is to keep good 
hours. Just enough regular and natural sleep is the· 
great enkiudler of " woman's most charming light." 

And, before I close this chapter, let me warn J.adiel! 
against the use of white veils. Scarcely anything can 
strain and jade and injure the eye more than this 
practice. There is reason to believe that the sight 
sometimes becomes permanently i~jored by them. 

It is wi thin the power of almost every lady to have 
long and strong eye·lashes by simply chipping, with 
scissors, the points of the hair once in 5ve or six 
weeks. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

BEAUTIFUL HOUTH AND LIPS. 

THE beauty of tb>) mouth and lips bas been a raptor· 
ous theme for lovers and poets, ever since the world 
began. Old Hafez, the great poet of Persia, sang 
perpetually of 

"Lips that outblusb the ruby's red, 
With IWICious dews of sweetness fed." 

Even Milton's !ltern lyre was tuned to sweetest song 
about 

" The vermil-tinctured lip." 

.And Petrarch seems to have found no charm in the di· 
vine Laura greater than her "beautiful and angelical 
mouth." "La bdla boa;a, amgelico. !" be exclaims. And 
so Dante found inexpressible delight in the charming 
month of Beatrice, especially when it said "yts." 
"Thus," says be, "it is my remembrance of that mouth 
of hers which spurs me on ever, since there is nothing 
which I would not give to hear her say, with a perfect 
good will, a "yes." Yes, it is the sentiment or ·t1110tilm 
that lingers about the month that constitutes much of 
its beauty. .A mouth perpetually contracted as though 
it were about to say w, or curled up with passions of 

GT 
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sarcasm and ill-nato.re, cannot be beautiful, even thoo.gh 
its lips were chiselled like Diana's, and stained with the 
red of the ripest cherries. The mouth, indeed, is 
scarcely less expressive than the eyes, and therefore wo
m\n must not forget that its chief beauty consists in the 
expression. If a lady is anxious to have her mvuth look 
particularly charming for some particular occasion, she 
will do well to fill her thoughts with some very delight
ful sul>ject. And let her not forget that the muscles of 
the mouth and face are, like the rest of human nature, 
'' creatures of habit ;" and long use in the language 
of amiability and happiness, gives thnt expressive or· 
gan its greatest charm. An old Persian poet sings to 
his beloved : 

The language anger prompts I bear; 
If kind thy speech, I bless my fair; 
But, is it fit that words of gall 
From lovely lips, like thine, ehould fall P" 

Let every woman at once. understand that paint can 
do nothing for the mouth and lipR. The advantage 
gained by the artificial red is a thousand times more 
than lost by the sure destruction of that delicate charm 
associated with the idea of " nature's dewy lip." There 
can be no dtw on a painted lip. And there is no man 
who does not shrink back with disgust from the idea 
of kissing a pair of painted lips. Nor let any woma.u 
deceive herself with the idea that the men do not 
instantly detect paint on the lips. 

Ruby lips are generally the resnlt and the en!lign of 
perfect health. But, still, those who are entirely well 
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do not always enjoy the possession of cherry lips. 
Where this is the case, the tincture of benzoin, as 
described in chapter viii. and which has none of the 
properties of paint, may be used with beneficial effects. 
I need not remind the ladies that clean white teeth are 
indispensable to a beautiful mouth. The lady who 
neglects to brush her teeth with pure cold water after 
every meal, not only loses the benefit of the natural 
whiteness of her teeth but she renders herself liable to 
have the disgusting evil of au impure breath. The best 
tooth-powder I know of is made as follows : 

Prepared ehalk 
Cassia powder • 
Orria-root • . 

6 oz. 
i oz. 

1 oz. 

These should be thoroughly mixed and used once a 
day with a firm brush. 

A simple mixture of charcoal and cream of ta.rta.r is 
an excellent tooth-powder. 

To be sure of a sweet and clean-looking month, a 
lady should take her looking·glass after each meal and 
with a fine tooth-pick gently remove the particles of 
food, or any matter, which may be discovered about 
the roots of the teeth, or in the interstices. To ensure 
the great charm of a beautiful month requires unremit
ting attention to the health of the t~eth and gums. To 
keep the gums red and firm frequent friction with the 
brush will be necessary. · 



CHAPTER XIV. 

A BEAtiTIFUL HAND. 

A BEAUTIFUL band performs a great mission in the life 
of a belle. Indce~, the hand has a. lnnguage of its own, 
which is often most intelligible when the tongue and 
every other part of the humnn body is compelled to be 
mute. When timid lovers, have never dared to open 
their months to each other, their bands will get to
gether and express all the passion that glows within. 
Or, often when two lovers are annoyed by tbe presence 
of a rigid mother, or guardian, they secretly squeeze 
each othtlrs bands, which says, loud enough for thei:
hearts to hear, "what a pity we are not nlonc I" 
And, when parting in the presence of the crowd, how 
much is snid, how much promised in that gentle pres
sure of the bands I When a lady lets· her fingers softly 
linger in the palm of a gentleman, what else does it 
say but, "you have my heart already." 

But besides this secret and potent language of the 
hand, it is a great ornament as a thing of beauty. The 
great Petrarch confesses that Laura's "beautiful hnnd 
made captive his heart ;" and there is no woman who 
is not conscious of the power she bns in the possession 
of a. charming baud. 

11(1 
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'l'he Spanish ladies take, if possible more pains with 
their hand~ than with their faou. There is no end of the 
tricks to which they resort to render this organ delicate 
and beauufal. Some of these devices are not only 
painful, but exceedingly ridiculous. For instance, I 
have known some of them to sleep every night with 
their hands held up to the bed-posts by pulleys, hoping 
by that means to render them pale and delicate. Both 
Spanish and French women-those at least who are 
very particular to make the most of these charms-are 
in the habit of sleeping in gloves which are lined or 
plastered over · with a kind of pomade to improve the 
delicacy and complexion of their hands. This paste is 
geneFally made of the following ingredients. 

Takt ltalf a pound of soft soap, a gill of salad oil, an 
ouna of ntutto-n talluw, and boil tlteTI£ till they Me tlw
roughly mixed. .After tht, boiling has ceased, but before 
it is cold, add one gill of spirits of toine, and a grain of 
muif;. 

If any lady wishes to try this she can buy a pair 
of gloves three or four sizes larger than the ~l!d, 
rip them open and spread ou a thin layer of the paste, 
and then sew the gloves up again. There is no doubt 
that by wearing them every night they will give 
smoothness and a fine complexion to the bands. Those 
who have the means, can send to Paris and purchase 
them ready made. But I am not aware that they 
have been imported to this country. It will not ·sur
prise me, however, to learn that they !aau been, for 
fashionable ladies are remarkably quick at finding out 
the tricks which the belles elsewhere resort to for the 
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purpose of beautifying themselves. Sleeping in simple 
white kid gloves will make the skin of the hand white 
and soft. or course, no lady who wishes to be particu
lar about her bauds, will ever go out into the air with
out her gloves. 

It requires almost as · much labor and attention to 
keep the haods in order as it does to preserve the 
beauty of the face; taking care of the nails, alone, is an 
art which few women understand, for eight ·out of ten 
of even fashionable ladies always appear with their 
nails neither tastefully trimmed nor otherwise in good 
condition. The nail, properly managed, ·wm be smooth, 
transparent and nes.rly rose-colored. 

If the bands are inclined to be rough and to chap, 
the following wnsh will remedy the evil. 

Lemon juice • • • 
White wine vinegar • 
White broody • 

8 oz. 
8 oz. 
i pin&. 



CHAPTER XV. 

A BEAUTIFUL FOOT AND ANK.LI!:, 

Ir will be dillicult to over-estimate the importance of 
a well-proportioned foot and ankle as a part of female 
beauty. There is a delightful promiie in a fine foot and 
ankle that the rest of the limb is shaped with the same 
e:s:qaisite grace. And, on the other hand, a clumsy 
foot and ankle seems to presage a heavy and bad~haped 
leg. This rule may not always be just, but there is no 
getting such an association out of a gentleman's mind. 
When was the time that the poets did not sing of the 
charms of a " nimble foot ?" or of 

· " The fairy foot 
Which shines llko snow, and falls on earth as mute." 

Virgil tells ns that, 

" By her gentle walk, the queen of love is known," 

and that " gentle walk" will rarely, if ever, be found 
connected with a heavy and an ill-shaped foot and 
ankle. We know it is natural for the mind to asso
ciate every other charm with that of a graceful step. 
Thus Milton sung-

" Grace was ln all her stepe, heaven ln her eyes, 
In eve17 gesture dignity and love." 

• 
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The pains which some nations take to ensure a small 
foot amounts to a torture· which ought to be called by 
no other name than that of the art of deforming. In 
China, especially, this thing is carried to such an extent 
that the women's feet are entirely spoiled. In Spain, 
however, the art is practised with astonishing success 
in causing beautifully small feet. I have known ladies 
there, who were past twenty years of age, to sleep every 
night with bandages on their feet and ankles drawn as 
tight as they could be and net stop the circulation. · 
There is nothing that a Spanish beauty is more proud 
of, than a small and beaut.iful foot aud ankle, and no
where do you find more of those charms thau in 
Spain. 

A great cause of thick ankles among women of the 
cities, who are fashionably and genteelly brought up, is 
a want of exercise and sitting indolently in over-heated 
rooms. Such habits are quite sure to produce slight 
swellings of the ankles, and cause a chronic flabbiness 
of the muscles. You might as well expect to see a 
rose-bush spring, b11d and bloom, in a closely-pent oven, 
as to anticipate fine and healthy proportions from a 
long continuance of such habits. Let every lady be 
assured that there is no part of her body which will 
suft'er more from want of proper exercise than her feet . 
aud ankles. 

Bot woman's chief art, iu making the most out of 
this portion of her charms, must consist in properly and 
tastefully dressing them. Let her start with the maxim 
that she had better wear a bad bonnet, than a bad 
shoe. Let her believe that an ill-fitting dress will not 
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do so much towards breaking the charm of her beauty 
in the mind of a man, as a loose and soiled stocking. 

The celebrated Madam Vestris used to have her white 
satin boots sewed on her feet every morning, in order 
that they should perfectly fit the exquisite shape of her 
foot. Of course, they had to be ripped oft' at night, 
and the same pair could never be worn bot once. This 
famous beauty rejoiced in the reputation of having the 
handsomest foot of any woman in the world, and it was 

. said that she made more conquests with her fett than 
with her faa, beautiful as it was. 

If a lady has not a naturally beautiful foot, her care 
is directed to the means of preventing attention from 
being called to it. For this reason, she dresses it as 
neatly, but as soberly as possible. Her hope is in a 
plain black shoe, and she especially eschews all gay 
colors, and all ornaments, which would be sure to at
tract the eye to a spot of which she cannot be proud. 
Indeed, bright.colored shoes are in bad taste for any
body, except on certain brilliant occasions, where 
fancy dresses are worn. 

Above all things, every lady of taste avoids an orna
mented stocking. Stockings with open-wove, orna
mented insteps, denote a vulgar taste, and, instead of 
displaying a fine proportion, confuse the contour of a 
pretty foot. But, where the ankle is rather large, or 
square, a pretty, unobtrusive net clock, of the same 
color as the stocking, will be a useful device, and 
induce the beholder to believe in the perfect symmetry 
of the parte. 

Though a womau is to bo folly conscious of the charm 
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of a pretty foot and ankle, yet she must not seem to be 
so. Nothing will draw the laugh on her so quick as a 
manifestly designed exhibition of these parts. It is, no 
doubt, a very difficult thing for a lady who has u. fine 
foot to keep it from creeping forth into sight beneath 
the dress ; bnt, let her be sul'O that the charm is gone 
the moment the beholder dete~ts it is done desi.gnedly 
If men are not modest themselve~, they ·will never 
forgive a woman if she is not. 

Before leaving this subject, I must not forget to speak 
of the importance to a lady of a genteel and sprightly 
111alk. The practised eye detects the quality of a 
woman's mind and heart in her step. Nor is this an 
idle fancy, for the reason that every situation of the 
soul, every internal movement, bas its regular progres
sion, in the external actioo of the body. ViT e may say 
as Seneca makes the wife of Hercules say of Lychas--

"His mind is like his walk." 

An indistinct, shnffiing, irregular, sluggish, and slovenly 
walk is a tolerably sure sign of corresponding attributes 
of the soul. And, on the other hand, an affected, pert, 
vain, and pedantic step draws upon a woman the worst 
impressions from the opposite gender. But there is a 
remarkable charm in a walk characterized by blended 
dignity and tivacity. It leaves upon the beholder a 
lasting impres3ion of those attributes of mind which 
most surely awaken esteem and admira.tion. 



CHAPTER XVI. 

BEAUTY OF THE VOICE. 

On of the most powerful auxiliaries of beauty is a 
fine, well trained voice. Indeed, one of the most fu
cinating women I ever knew ban scarcely any other 
charm to recommend her. She was a young countess 
in Berlin, who had dull eyes, a rough akin, with dingy 
complexion, coarse, dull hair, o.nd a dumpy form. But 
she bad an exquisite voice, which charmed everybody 
who heard it. Ugly as she was, she was called "the 
syren," from the fascinating sweetness of her voic6. 
And with an infallible instinct that she bad but a 
single charm, she had cultivated that until she bad 
brought it to the utmost perfection. Words fell like 
charmed music from her lips. And then, besides the 
discipline she had given her voice, she bad made her
self master of the art of conversation. In this respect, 
every woman's educn.tiou is sadly neglected. Had I a 
daughter, the first thing I should teach her, in the way 
of artificial accomplishments, would be, that to eo11~r.tt 

charmingly is a far greater accomplishment to a lady than 
music and dancing. A womau. who can converse well 

' is always sore to command respect and admiration in 
any society. By this I, of course, don't mean a vicious 

~ 
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abundance cf words, and rapid volubility of tongue, for 
these are things which my sex sometimes too easily ac
quire. Good conversation doea not mean the art 
of taJJcing, bot, the art of taJJcing well. How few ladies 
have it I How few have ever been taught that good 
talking is as much an art as good sipging 1 How few 
know that the voice can be as much improved for the 
art of conversation, as it can for the art of singing 1 
It is the voice, after all, more than words, that gives 
toe finest and clearest expression to the passions and 
sentiments of the soul. The most correct and elegant 
language loses all its. beauty with a bad or ill-trained 
voice. The exhilaration of mirth, the profound sighs 
of sadness, the tenderness of love, the trembling inter
rupted sobbing of grief, all depend upon the voice for 
their effect upon the character and the heart. A bad 
talker is as great a bore as a ·bad singer or a bad reader. 
Indeed, to be charming in conversation, implies a per
fect knowledge of the rare and difficult art of reading. 
I call it rare and difficult, not only from the nature 
of the art itself, but also from the great lack of com
petent teachers. There are a thousand good teachers 
of the art of singing, where there is one of the art of 
reading. The teachers of elocution are generally de· 
cayed actors or professors, who are worse than incom
petent, for they, in nine cll8es out of ten, get their 
pupils into pedantic, affected, and unnatural habits, 
which are a thousand times worse than the natural 
awkwardness. The best advice I can give a lady on 
this subject is-unless she knows a teacher who has ari 
exquisite voioo and style-to practise herself in reading 
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aloud, and training her voice to express the most happy 
and delightful ideas by wft and appropriate tones. She 
may think herself happy if she acquires perfection in 
this exquisite art by two years of unwearied pains and 
study. .And she mav be sure that the accowpl!shment 
is cheaply bought at whatever expense. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

BEAUTY OF DEPORTMENT. 

IT is essential that every lady should understand that 
the most beautiful and well dressed w~..:nan will fail to 
be clw,rming unless all her other attractions are set oft' 
with a graceful and fascinating deportment. A pretty 
face may be seen everywhere, beautiful and gorgeous 
dresses are common enough, but how seldom do we 
meet with a really beautiful and enchanting demeanor I 
It was this charm of deportment which suggested to 
the French cardinal the expression of "the native 
paradise of angels." The first thing to be said on the 
art of deportment is, that what is becoming at one 
age, would be most improper and ridiculous at another. 
For a young girl, for instance, to sit as grave and stiff 
as " her grandmother cut in alabaster" would be ridic
ulous enough, but not so much so, as for an old woman 
to assume the romping merriment of girlhood. She 
would deservedly draw only contempt and laughter 
upon herself. 

Not only woman's age must be consulted, but her 
manners ought to harmonize with her t~hapQ and size, 
and the whole contour of her style. A deportment 
which would become a short and thick-set woman 
would never dCI for one of a tnll nod slender figure, 

TO 
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with a long neck and contracted waist. The woman 
of larger proportions may safely affect the majestic 
gait and air ; but how absurd it would be for a tall 
and slender figure to stiffen her joints, throw back 
her bead, and march off with a military air? The 
character of these light forms corresponds with their 
resemblances in the vegetable world. The poplar, the 
willow, and the graceful lily, bend their gentle heads at 
every passing breeze, and their flexible and tender 
arms toss in the wind with motions of grace and 
beauty. Such is the woman of delicate proportions. 
She must enter a room either with the buoyant step of 
a young nymph, if youth is her passport to sportive
ness ; or, if she is advanced nearer the meridian of life, 
she may glide in with that ease of manner which gives 
play to all the graceful motions of her undulating form. 
For her to crane up her neck would change its swan
like bend into the scraggy throat of an ostrich. All 
her movements should be of an e&~~y and flexible 
character. Her mode of salutation should be rather a 
bow than a courtesy, and when she sits, she should 
model her attitude after the style of half-recumbent 
ease, rather than according to the rules of the boarding
school govemeBSes, who marshal their pupils on their 
chairs like a file of drilled recruits. The unassuming, 
easy, graceful air belongs exclusively to the slender 
beauty, and the moderated majestic mein to a greP,ter 
r:mhonpoint. 

But the least affectation or exaggeration in either of 
these styles would only end in bringing the woman into 
contempt. The only safety is for a lady to be governed 
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by those infallible ideas of moderated taste and deli· . 
ca~:,y, in which the sweetest charms of modesty are eo· 
trenched. 

Indeed a modest mien always makes a woman charm· 
ing. Modesty is to woman what the mantle of green 
is to nature--its ornament and highest beauty. What 
a miracle-working charm there is iu a blush-what soft
ness and majesty in natural simplicity, without which 
pomp is contemptible, and elegance itself ungraceful. 

There can be no doubt that the highest incitement 
to love is in modesty. So well do wise women of the 
world know this, that they take infinite pains to learn 
to wear the semblance of it, with the same tact, and 
with the same motive, that they array themselves in 
attractive apparel. They have taken a lesson from Sir 
Joshua Reynolds, who says "men are like certain 
animal!!, who will feed only when there is but little 
provender, and that got at with difficulty through the 
bars of a rack ; but refuse to touch it when there is an 
abundance before them." It is cP.rtaioly important 
that all women should understand this, and it is no 
more than fair that they should practise upon it, since 
men always treat them with disingenuous nntrnth· 
fulness in this matter. Men may amuse themselves 
with a noisy, loud· laughing, loquacious girl; it is the 
quiet, subdued, modest, and seeming bashful deport 
which is the one that stands the fairest chance of 
earr:ing off their hearts. 



CHAPTER XVI II. 

BEA.UTY OF DRESS. 

THE great majority of my sex understand the art of. 
dress no further than that " fine feathers make ine 
birds ;" and hence the women dress more or less in bad 
taste. Wasbingtoq Irving says, "in all ages the gen: 
tie sex have shown a disposition to infringe a little upon 
tht laws of decqrum, in order to betray a lurking beauty, 
or an innocent love of finery." 

This is certainly stating the thing very modestly ; 
but, seeing Mr.- Ining is a bachelor, it is perhaps going 
as far as be bas any right t9 do in this direction. It ill 
the " lAroe of fimry," however, which is the great source 
of the corruption of female taste in dress. It is this 
which lcad1 " the lovely form of woman" without adorn~ 
ing it. 

The first thing to be done in instructing a woman t<) 

dress well, is to impress upon her that profu.siun is not 
gract. A lady may empty a merchant's counter upon 
her person, and yet produce no other effect than to give 
herself the appearance of a porter's baggage-wagon, 
loaded with all manner of trinkets. 

A Indy who dresses in such a manner as to attract 
attention to htr dres1 is always badly dressed. A 

f8 
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well-chosen dress so harmonizes with the figure and tho 
general natnral style of the lady as to leave the dress it
self measurably unobserved. The object of dress should 
be to show off an tkgam woman, and not an tkgantly 
druwi tD0111017&. And therefore, in simplicity, and a cer
tain adaptation to your figure and complexi6o, all the 
secret of good dressing lies. 

Bot as beauty of form and complexion varies iri dif
ferent women, and is still more various in different ages, 
so the styles in dress should assume characters corres
pOnding with all these circumstances. Woman may take 
a lesson on dress from the garments which nature puts on 
at the various seasons of the year. In the spring of 
youth, when all is lovely and gay, and the soft green, 
.sparkling in freshness, bedecks the enrth, the light and 
transparent robes, of bri,lliant colors, may adorn " the 
limbs of beauty." Especially if the maid possess the 
airy form of Hebe, a lightly flowing drapery is best 
Rited to show the loveliness of her charms. This simple 
~rb leaves to beauty all her empire. Let no furbelows, 
no heavy ornnments, load the figure, or distract the at
tention in its admiration of the lovely outlines. 

The young woman of graver mien and more majestic 
form, should select her appnrel with reference to her 
different style of benuty. Her robes should always be 
long and more ample than those of her gayer sister. 
Their substance should be thicker and of a more sober 
color. White is considered becoming to all characters ; 
bot when colors are to be worn, the lady of majestic 
style should choose the fuller shades of purple, crimson, 
acarlet, or black. 
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The best school to teach a woman taste iu dre:;s is 
the Pantheon of ancient Rome. First behold the love
ly Hebe ; her robes are like the air, her motion is on 
the zephyr's wing. That may be woman's style until she 
is twenty. Then comes the beautiful Diana. The chaste 
dignity of womanhood and intelligence pervades · the 
whole form, and the very drapery which enfolds it, har
monizes with the modest elegance, the buoyant strength 
of ripened health, which give elastity and grace to every 
limb. That is woman from twenty to thirty. Then 
comes Juno or Minerva, standing forth in the combined 
power of beauty aud wisdom. "At this period she 
gradually lays aside the flowers of youth, and arrays 
herself in the majesty of sobriety, or in the sober beauty 
of simplicity. Long onght to. be the reign of this com• 
manding epoch of woman's age, for from thirty to fifty 
she may most respectably maintain her station on the 
throne of matron excellence," and still be lawfully ad
mired as a beautiful woman. But beyond this age, it 
becomes her.to lay aside all snch pretensions, nod, by 
her "mantle of grey," gracefully acknowledge her en
trance into the " vale of years.'' What can be more 
disgusting than a painted and bepowdered old woman, 
just •· trembling on the· brink of the grave, and yet a 
candidate for the flattery of men ?" 

Not only is it true that there is a propriety in adapt
ing a lady's dress to the different seasons of her life, 
and the peculiar character or her figure, but there is a very 
great poyritty in adapting the costlimss or her dress to her 
pecuniary position in life. I know that in .\merica all 
artificial distinctions of classes are happily laid aside ; 
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but the M:tSntiu which attach to pecuniary disabilities 
are not, and never can be overcome. Though it may be 
the right of every woman to dress as expensively as she 
can aford, yet i · it good taste, is it consistent with her 
·own self-respect, for the wife, or the daughter of a poor 
man to dress expensively, and imitate all the wasteful 
extravagances of the rich ? Let every such woman be 
forewarned that she cannot do it without drawing upon 
herself the inevitable suspicion that must cause a hus
band and a father to blush, even though the purple 
tinge never visits her own cheek. Though she may bo 
innocent, it is still bad taste to effect expenditures be
yond her known meaQs or income. There is a fitness, 
and an inexpressible charm, in the sight of a woman 
who adapts her neat and modest attire to the circom
atances of her life. 



CHAPTER XIX. 

BEAUTY OF ORN.A.KB~rt 

ON this subject, the role is, as laid doTD. 'r1! 11. ~IDilt
honored maxim, that " beauty unadorned, is ud')rned 

. the most." As a general remark, we may say that to 
a beautiful woman ornaments are onnecei!S:l.ry, and to 
one who is not beautiful, they are unavailing. Bot 
·still, as gems and ornaments are handsome in them
selves, a beautiful young woman, " if she chooses to 
share her empire with the jeweller and florist, may, not 
inelegantly, decorate her neck, nrms, nnd head with 
something like a string of pearls and a bnnd of 
flowers." 

A young lady, however, of fair complexion and slen
der figure can find no adornment in gems, as they are 
too heavy for her style of beauty. Her ornaments can 
rarely exceed the natural or artificial flowers of the 
most delicate kind-such as the violet, the snow-drop, 
the myl'tle, the primrose, or the lily of the valley. The 
garments of a young beauty of this t~tyle should be of 
white, or of the most tender shades of green, pink, 
blue and lilac. These, when judiciously selected, qr 
.mingled, array the graceful wearer like. another Iris, 
"bre3thing youth and loveliness." As· a general thing 

TT 
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all ornaments detract from the exceeding charms of such 
beauty. 

All ornaments for the head are, to say the least, a 
dangerous experiment. If a lady's hair is very beauti
ful and abundant, it will be difficult to select an orna
ment that can add anything to its charms ; and if it is 
coarse and harsh, and of a bad color, she surely will not 
commit the blunder of attracting attention to it by gems 
and ornaments. So, if her neck and bosom be of a 
pearly whiteness, and fashioned after " nature's most 
enchanting mould," what ornament can add to its 
fascination? And if they are naturally dingy a-nd brown, 
and lack the delicate outline of symmetrical beauty, 
why should she needlessly attract attention to her 
deformity by a sparkling necklace, or a string of 
pearls I 

So too of her hands ; if tho fingers are long and 
bony, or lack the delicate taper and " pearl-tipped 
nails," why will l'he attract all eyes to her. misfortune, 
with the glitter of rings and diamonds ? A single 
diamond on a beautiful hand, or some light and rich 
bracelet on an arm which is charming enough to bear 
constant inspection, may not be inappropriate ; but a 
'profusion of these ornaments is always in bad taste, 
and a sure sign of vulgarity, or of deficient education. 

I have, however, known some artful belles who con
trived quite suceessfnlly to deceive the men with re
gard to their incurably dingy necks and bosoms, by 
coTering the whole with a soft, white laee shirt, over 
which was placed a necklace of beautiful pearls, leaving 
apon the eye of the behtlder the most enchanting ideas 
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of what was bid beneath. .A. lady who bas ugly arms 
may employ the same art, by the use of long sleeves, 
of the whitest and finest material, with a neat coif, 
made to fit close to the wriSt, and fastened with some 
rich jewel. Bot these are delicate arts, and require 
great discrimination and good taste to be nsed success
folly. 

Let every woman bo taught to know that the dan
ger ever lies in the use ~ too m:z.ny, rather than in too 
jt:UJ ornaments. 



· .. 

CHAPTER XX. 

IXPORl'ANCE OF UAIR AS .lN ORNAliENT. 

WITHOUT a fine head of hair no woman can be really 
beautiful. A combination of perfect features, united in 
one person, would all go for naught without that cro-um
ing excellence of beautiful hair. Take the hand~omest 
woman that ever lived--one with the finest eyes, a 
perfect nose, an expanded forehead, a charming face, 
nnd a pair of lips that bent the ripest nnd reddest cher· 
ries of summer-and shave her head, and what a fright 
would she be I The dogs would bark at, and run from 
her in the street. 

'fbe same thing is true· of man. How like a fool or a 
ruffian do the noblest masculine feature.~ appear if the 
hair of the bead is bad 1 And, on the other hand, the 
most defective features nre more than half redeemed by 
n fine head of hair. Many a dandy, who has scarcely 
braius enough or courage enough to catch a sheep, has 
enslaved the hearts of a hundred girls with his Hypel'iou 
locks. 

We ought, then, to be constantly impressed with the 
importance of hair as a chief ornament in beauty. It 
is every person'11 bWliness to be informed of the means 

80 
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of developing IUld presening a luxurioas growth of 
this handmaid of human chnrms. 

And it is iu the power of almost every person to have 
a good head of hair. Bot, by many, such a gift can be 
enjoyed only by groat pains and constant attention to 
the laws of its growth aud prescnation. Hair left to 
take care of itself will revenge itself by making its pos
sessor either common looking, or a monster of ugliness. 
Let the woman who is ambitions to be beautiful not 
forget this. I have kuo,vn 'women, who had scarcely 
another charm to commend them, to carry off scores of 
hearts by a bountiful and beautiful head of hair. 



CHAPTER XXl 

HOW TO OBTAIN A GOOD HEAD OF HAIR. 

TaE foundation of a good head of hair ought nu· 
doubtedly to be laid in infancy. At this tender age, 
and through all the years of childhood, it should be 
worn short, be frequently cut, and never allowed to go 
a day without a thorough brushing. It should also, 
every morning, be washed at the roots with cold wa
ter. A damp sponge, rubbed thoroughly upon the 
scalp, will be sufficient. The practice of combing the 
heads of children too frequently with a fine tooth comb 
is a bad one, as the points of the teeth are quite sure 
to scratch and irritate the scalp, and are almost sure to 
produce scurf or dandruff. Indeed, these rules, except 
as to the length of the hair, are quite as applicable to 
adults as to children. The ladies of my acquaintance, 
who have been most celebrated for the beauty of their 
hair, usually made a practice of thoroughly cleansing 
its roots every morning with the damp sponge. Nor 
would they venture to neglect the frequent use of 
the brush. Indeed, the coarsest, most refractory, and 
snarly locks can be subdued, and made comparatively 
soft and glossy by the use of the brush alone. Coo· 
stant brushi11g is the first rule to subdue coarso ud 
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brittle hair. And the morning is the best time for an 
extended application of the brash, becnuse the hair is 
naturally more supple then than at any other time. 
This practice, thoroughly persevered in, will gradually 
tame down the porcupine bead, unless there is some 
scurfy disease of the scalp, in which case the following 
wash will be found a quite sure remedy :-

Balta of ~riM . . • 
Tincture of cantharides 
Spirits of camphor • 
Lemon juice • . . . 

8 dr:~chma. 
Ill drops. 
US drops. 
~pin t. 

In preparing this wash, the salts should be dissol¥ed 
in the lemon juice, till the ell'ervescense cea~es, and then 
add the other ingredients ; and, after letting the whole 
remain exposed to the air for half an boor, it may be 
perfumed and bottled for use. This is one of the best 
and most harmless washes for the hair I have ever 
known. I am certain that a lady or gentleman hl8 
but to try it to be convinced of its efficacy. But let 
me impress upon you the importance of lmuking as a 
cardinal means of beautifying the hair. Brosh not om 
minute, but ttn.-not once a day, but two, or three, or four 
times a day. 

Two brushes are indispensable for the toilet-one for 
the rough use of cleaning the hair, and tho other for 
polishing it. A black brush slwuld be used for. the 
former, and a white one for the latter. Ladies need 
not be told tbn.t washing spoils brushes. The way to 
clean them is tn rub them thoroughly with bran, which 
removes nil the grease, !llld le1ves the bristles still' and 
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finn as ever. When the bristles of a brush become too 
limber for use, they may be hardened again by dipping 
them in one part of spirits of ammonia, and two of wa
ter. This will also thoroughly cleanse them from all 
greasy substances. 



CHAPTER XXII. 

tO PREVENT THE HAIR FROJI FALLING OFF. 

A. REIRDY for weak and falling hair bas been sougl.t 
for by beautiful women, and by men too, with as much 
avidity as ever the mad enthusiast sought for the 
philosopher's stone. I have known Indies who did 
nothing but to hunt recipes for baldness. The know
ledge of all their friends, especially if they were phy
sicians, was laid under perpetual contribution for 
light on the great subject of hair. I knew an old 
countess in Paris-or who was at least fearfully grow
jug old-who became really a monomaniac on this sub
ject ; she used to rattle on about the "bulbs of the 
hair," the " apex of the hair," and talk o.s learnedly as 
a whole college of doctors of the various theories of 
the nature of the disease and the remedy. Some quack 
had recommended her to use caustic alkalies of soda or 
potash-which by the way I have known to be advised 
by physicians who ought to know better-which com
pletely did the business for her head, for, they not 
only destroyed the reproductive power, but also the cclrn 
of what hair they left upon her head. So that this 
unhappy countess was not only hopelessly grey, but 
she was growing balder day by day, notwithstanding 

@II 
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half o. bushel of recipes which she bad wrung from the 
skill of o. hundred doctors. 

It is well known thnt Baron Dupnytren obtained a 
world-wide fame for a pomade which actually overcame 
the evil of baldness in thousands of cases where it wa~ 
applied. A celebrated physician in London gave to ou 
intimate friend of mine the following recipe \rhich he 
assured her was really the famous pomade of Baron 
Dopuytrcn. My friend found such advantage in its 
use that I was induced to copy it, and add it to my 
cabinet of curious recipes. 

Boxwood ahaviags. 
Proof spirit . . • 
Spirits of rosemary 
Spirits of nutmegs • 

6 0%. 

12 oz. 
2 oz. 
~ 0%. 

The hoxwoorl shavings should be left to steep iu the 
spirits, at n temperature of 60 degrees, for fourteen 
days, and then the liquid should be strained off, and 
the other ingredients mixed. The scalp to be tho
roughly wllShed, or rubbed with this every night and 
morning. 

A vulgar notion prevails that shaving the head once 
or twice is a good thing to overcome the tendency 
towards fnlling hair. But it is a fatal error, which 
stands a fair chance of producing incurable baldness ; 
as the hair is apt to be killed by being cut so near the 
roots. I knew a beautiful lady at Madrid who suf
fered in this way. I ndrise everybody who has weak 
hair to avoid wearing nightcaps, and to adopt in their 
place a net-cnp, with conrse meshes, which will allow 
the heat of the head to pass freely off. 



CHAPTEU XXIH. 

TO PREVE:>'T THE HAIR FROli TURNIIiG GREY. 

No woman must rely on compounds and powders to 
prevent her hair from turning grey. Temperance, 
moderatioJ in all thiDgs, and frequent washings with 
pure cold water are the best recipes I can give her to 
prevent her hair frcm becoming prematurely grey. It 
is certain that perpetual care, great anxiety, or pr~ 
longed grief will hasten white hairs. History has made 
ns familiar with instances where sudden passion, or 
grief, or fright, have tnrned the head instantly grey. 
Sickness, we know often does it. But, so far as I know, 
physiologists have failed to explain the reason of 
this change. We know that the hair is a hollow tnbe, 
containing a fluid which gives it its color-that red 
hair is occasioned by a red fluid, and so all the varieties 
of color are owing to the variety of the color of this 
fluid. Nothing therefore can prevent the hair from 
turning white but the avoidance of all the causes 
which produce premature old age, or occasion local 
obstructioQ and disease of the hair itselr. I have rea
son to believe that the injudicious use of the curling· 
irons, long kt-pt up, will hasten this disease. The un 

ST 
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nntural beat destroys the animal nature of the hair, and 
is liable to produce a disease of its coloring fluid. 

An old and retired actress with whom ·1 had met at 
Gibralter, and who had a fine head of hair, far better 
preserved than the rest of her charms, was confident 
that she had warded oft" the approach of grey hair by 
using the following preparation whenever she dressed 
her head. 

Oxide of bismuth,. 
Spermaceti . • 
Pure hog's lard . • 

4 dNI. 
4 drs. 
4 oz. 

The lard and spermact.ti should be melted together, 
and when they begin to cool stir in the bismuth. . It 
may be perfumed to you: likina-. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

BOW TO SOFTEN AND BEAUTIFY THE RAin. 

T~ERE is no greater mistake than the profuse u~e of 
greases for the purpose of softening tho hair. They 
obstruct the pores, the free action of which is so neces
sary for the health of tho hair. No substance should 
be employed which cannot be readily absorhed by the 
vessels. These preparations make the hoir dry and 
harsh, unless perpetually loaded with an offensive and 
disgusting amount of grease. 

There was a celebrated beauty at Munich who had 
one of the handsomest heads of hair I ever beheld, and 
she used regularly to wash her bend every morning 
with the following : 

Beat up the white of four tggs into a. froth, and rub 
that thoroughly in dose to the root1 of the hair. Lezve it 
to dry on. Tkn wash the head and k1.ir dean with a 
mixture of equal parts of ru11l and rose water. 

This will be found one of the best cleansers and 
brighteners of the hair that was ever used. 

There is o. celebrated wash called " Honey Water" 
known to fashionable ladies all over Europt', which is 
made as follows : 
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Essence of Ambergris . 
" Musk 
" Bergamot 

Oil of Cloves 
Orange-flower water . 
Spirits of wine 
Distilled water 

1 dr. 
1 dr. 
2 drs. 

• liS drops. 
4 oz. 
lS oz. 
4 oz. 

All these ingredients should be mixed together, and 
left about fourteen days, then .the whole to be filtered 
through porous paper, and bottled for use. 

This is a good hair-wash and an excellent perfume. 
But let tbe man or woman who is ambitious to have 

handsome hair, forget not that frequent and thorough 
brushing, is wor'.'.l all the .oils ·and pomades that were 
ever invented. · · 



CHAPTER XXV. 

TO REMOVE SUPERFLUOUS HAIR. 

IT sometimes happens that feminine beauty is a little 
marred by o.n unfeminine growth of hair on the upper 
lip, or on the neck and arms, and sometimes on the 
chin. I have known se'l'eral unfortunate ladies to 
produce ulcers and dangerous sores by. compounds 
which they used for the purpose of removing these 
blemishes. Caustic preparations of lime, arsenic, and 
potash have been used for this purpose with the above 
results. 

But the following safe method has been used with 
perfect success : 

Spread on a piece of leatktr tqr~al pr:trts of galbanum 
and pitch plaster, and IA.y it on till cv.lprit lwirs aslm()()thly 

01 possible, a'lld tlatn,'aft'-r k.tting it remain ahout thr~ 
minutes, pull it off suddtnly, and it will be qr~ite sure to 
bring out the hairs by till roots, and they will not grow 
agaiu. The pain of this operation is much le3S than 
the cauterizing remedy, and is, besides, more successful. 
I have seen poor victims sit all day pulling these 
aggressive hairs with tweezers, which is a fruitless task, 
for they almost invariably break oft' the hair at the 
neck, instead of pulling it out by the root.3. Bnt the 

81 
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most ridiculous mistake which women make in this busi
neas is removing the superfluous hair with o. razor, for 
that promotes the unnatural growth, and, even though 
the shaving were done every day, the blue or black 
roots of the hair show farther than the hair itself. 



CHAPTER XXVI. 

HOW TO COLOR GREY HAIR. 

A GREAT many compounds, which are of a character 
most destructive to the hair, arc sold in the shape of 
hair-dyes, against which ladies cannot be too fre
quently warned. These, for the most part, are com
posed of such things as poisonous mineral acids, nitrate 
nnd oxide of silver, caustic alkalies, lime, litharge and 
arsenic. The way these color the hair is simply by 
burning it, and they are very liable to produce a dis
case of the hair which increases ten-fold the speed of 
growing grey. One patent hair-dye was proved on 
analy~is, to be a preparation of hydrophosphnret of 
ammonia, a most filthy ingredient, which, besides its 
villainous smell, would cause immediate suffocation if 
inhaled by the lungs. All these patent compounds rot 
the hair, if they do no greater mischief. 

An old physician and chemist at Lisbon gave a 
charming Parisian lady of my acquaintance, whose hair 
was turning grey, on one side of her bead after a. se
vere sickne$8, a recipe for a hair dye which proved to 
be of astonishing efficacy in coloring the faded hair a 
beautiful and natural black. The following is t-he re
~ipe for m"king it. 
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Gallic acid 
Acetic acid • • • • • • • • 
Tincture of aesqui-chloride of iron 

10 grs. 
1 oz. 

• 1 oz. 

Dissolve the gaJiic acid in the tincture of sesqui-ehlo· 
ride of iron, and then add the acetic acid. Before 
using this .preparation, the hair should be thoroughly 
washed with soap and water. A great and desirable 
peculiarity of this dye, is that it cau be so applied as 
to color the hair either black or the lighter shade of 
brown. If black is the color desired, the preparation 
should be applied while the hair is moist, and for brow" 
it should not be used till the hair is perfectly dry. The 
way to apply the compound is to dip the poin:s of a 
fine tooth comb into it until the interstices are filled 
with the finid, then gently draw the comb through the 
hair, commencing at the roots, till th(l dye bas percep
tahly taken effect. When the hair is entirely dry, oil 
aud brush it as nsual. 



GHAPTER XXVII. 

HABITS WHICH DESTROY BEAUTIFUL HAIR. 

THE habit of frequently shampooing the hair, or 
washing it with soap and water, is destructive to its 
beouty. Soap, if often used, will be likely to change 
the color of the hair t.o a faded yellowish hue, even if 
it does. not produce a greater misfortunP.. The best 
way to remove dust, or the t>ft'ects of an indiscreet use 
of oils or pomades from the ha:r is to give it a thorough 
brushing. Or a small quantity of white soap may be 
disolved in spirits of wine, and used without deleterious 
effects. But, by all means, shun strong soap, and such 
alkaline !yes as are used in shampooing ; for these 
lyes are capable of dissolving the hair if long left in 
them, and the:r use is invariably deleterious. As n 
general thing, ~t down all the patent nostrums puffed in 
newspopers as useless, if they are not positively hurtful. 
Even if we were sure that they are scientifically COill

pounded, we may be certain that they are made of the 
poorest and cheapest qualities of materials. But since 
we know that they are almost invariably mixed by 
quacks and imposters, it seems strange that any lady 
·will trust so great and indispensable a chnrm -'as that 

" 
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of her hair to the mercies of irresponsible ignorance 
and avarice. 

Washing the hair even with cold water and leaving 
it to dry in curls, as is the custom of some, after the 
example of Lord Byron, renders it harsh and coarst>. 
'Whenever the hair is washed it should be thoronghly 
dried with towels, and then be well brushed. 

CHAPTER XXVIII. 

BLEliiSHES TO DEAUTY. 

THERE are a great many accidental blemishes to 
beauty, such as pimples, black specks, freckles, tan, and 
yellow spots, which may be removed by proper reme
dies faithfully applied. 

TO REHO>E PIXPLES. 

There are many kinds of pimples, some of which par
take almost of the nature of ulcers, which require 
medical treatment ; but the small red pimple, which is 
most common, may be removed by applying the follow
ing twice a day : 

Sulphur water. • . • • • • • 1 o&. 
Accctated liquor of ammonia . t oz. 
Liquor of potassa . 1 gr. 
White wine vinegar . . . • 2 oz. 
Distilled water . . • . . • 2 oz. 

These pimples are sometimes cured by frequent wash
ing in warm water, and prolonged friction with a coarse 
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towel. The cause of thP.Se pimples is obstruction or 
the skin and imperfect circulation. 

TO REKOVE BLACK SPECKS OR " FLESBWORXS." 

Sometimes little black specks appear about the base 
of the nose, or on the forehead, or in the hollow· of the 
chin, which are called " flesh worms," and are occasioned 
by coagulated lymph that obstructs the pores of the 
skin. They may be squeezed ont by pressing the ski.n, 
and ignorant people suppose them to be little worms. 
They are permanently removed by washing with warm 
water, and severe friction with o. towel, and then ap
plying a little of the following preparation : 

Liquor of potusa 1 oz. 
Cologne . . • • . . . • • . · • 2 oz. 
White brandy . • • • • • • • • 4c oz. 

The warm water and friction alone are sometimes suf
ficient. 

TO REMOVE FRECKLES. 

The most celebrated compound ever used for the re
moval of freckles was called Unction de Mainttnon, after 
the celebrated Madame de Maintenon, mistress and 
wife of Louis XIV. It is made as follows : 

Venice sonp 
Lemon juice • 
Oil of bitter Almonds • 
Deliquidated oil of tartar 
Oil of rhodium • • • • 

1 oz. 
i oz. 
l oz. 
l oz. 

8 drops. 

First diJ:;aolve the soap in the lemon juice, then add 
the two oils, and place the whole in the sun till it ac-
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quires the consistence of ointment, and then add the oU 
of rhodium. Anoint the freckly face at night with this 
unction, and wash i'l the morning with pure water, or 
if convenient, with a mixture of elder-flower and rose
water. 

TO REMOVE TAN. 

Au excellent wash to remov~ tan is called Crime tk 
r Endo1, nod is thus made : 

New milk •• l pint. 
l oz. 
l oz. 

Lemon jnice • • • • 
White brandy • • • 

Boil the whole, and skim it clear from all scum. Use 
it night and morning. 

A famous preparation with the Spanish ladies for re
moving the clfects of the sun and making the complex
ion bright, is composed simply of equal parts of lemon 
juice and the white of eggs. The whole is beat to
gether in a varnished earthern pot, and set over a slow 
fire, and stirred with a wooden spoon WI it a.cqnires 
the consistence of soft pomatum. This compound is 
called Pommade de &uille. If the face is well washed 
with rice-water before it is applied, it will remove 
freckles, and give a fine lustre to the complexion. 

TO CURE CHAPPED LIPS. 

A certain cure for chapped lips, used by the French 
ladies, is called Bea-1/ATil a r Antique and is thus made. 

Oil of roses 
Whitewu. 
Spermaceti 

•.••••••••• oz. 
• • • • • • • • • 1 oz. 

. . . . . . . . . . i 01. 
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They should be melted in a glass vessel, and stirred 
with a wooden spoon till thoroughly mixed, and then 
poured into a glass or china cnp for nse. 

TO RUOVB YELLOW SPOTS. 

Sometimes yellow spots of various sizes appear under 
the· skin or the neck and face, and prove the most 
annoying blemishes to beauty.. I have known them to 
be effectually removed by rubbing them with the flour 
of sulphur until they disappeared. The following wash 
is also a safe remedy-

Strong sulphur water 
Lemon juice· . . 
Cinnamon water • . 

1 oz. 
t oz. 

1 dra. 

Wash with this three or four tinies a day. Sometimes 
these spots indicate a difficulty in the stomach which 
may require medical advice. 

TO REXOVB AND PREVENT WRINKLES. 

There is a carious recipe called Aura and Cepl14lw 
which is of Grecian origin, as its name would indicate, 
and is said to have been most efficacious in removing 
and preventing premature wrinkles from the fa.ces oi 
the Athenian ladies. 

Pot some powder of best myrrh upon an iron plate, 
sufficiently heated to melt the gam gently, and when U 
liquifies, cover your bead with a napkin, and hold your 
face over the myrrh at a proper distance to receive the 
f'umea without inconvenience. I will observe, however, 
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that if this exrcriment produces any symptoms of head· 
ache, it better be discontinued at once. · 

But an easy and natural way of warding off wrinkles 
is frequent ablution, followed by prolonged friction with 
a dry napkin. If a lady is a little advanced towards 
the period when wrinkles are naturally expected to 
make their appearance, she should use tepid water 
instead of cold, in her ablutions. 

TO REllOVE STAINS OR SPOTS FROH BILl[, 

lr a lady has the misfortune to stain a silk dress, the 
following preparation will remove the stain without 
injuring the silk. 

Take five ounces of soft water and six ounces of 
alum well pounded ; boil the· mixture for a short time, 
then pour it in a vessel to cool. Previous to using it, 
it must be made warm, when the stained part may be 
washed with it and left to dry. 

TO R!:HOVE GREASE FROH BILJ[S, . 

Wash the sf ilcd part with ether, and the grease will 
disappear. 
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THE ART OF FASCINATING. 

I EXPECT to win the gr&titndtl of the whole mascn· 
line gender by these rules of tho ART OF FASCINATING. 

It nsed to be supposed that this art belonged exclu· 
sively to my sex ; but that was a vulgar error, which 
the sharp practice of the mfln has long since exploded. 
And it is now well established that gentlemen spend 
a great deal more time in inventing ways and means 
to entrap women and get them in love with them, 
than women do in trying to win the hearts of 
gentlemen. Love making, indeed seems to be tho 
" being's end and aim n of man. He appears to think 
that he was born for no other purpose, and be devotes 
himself to the business with a zeal and an enthusiasm 
highly honorable to his exalted genius, and to the 
immortal station he claims for himself of being the lOt'd 
of reation. 

To become a proficient in the art of fascinating, 
101 
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therefore, u not merely an fWXIfllplukrM'IIl and a ptutimt 
but it is a duty which he may not neglect without 
incurring the gravest censure of mankind. In entering 
upon the study of this great and important art, to 
start correctly, be must take it for granted that 
women a.re not only very poor judges of men, but that 
they absolutely prefer fop!!, fools, and triflers, to men 
of sense and character. If, however, the student has 
doubts on this subject he had better refer to certain 
learned autboritie11 which will not fail to establish his 
mind in the right premises. Mackenzie says " women 
have a predilection for frivolous men." One of the 
most learned of the British Essayists says, " when we 
see a fellow loud and talkative, full of insipid life and 
laughter, we may venture to pronounce him a re·male 
favorite." Mr. Burke tells you that "the character 
which generally passes for agrtealJk with the women Ia 
made up ·of civility and falsehood." And if poets 
were of any authority in this high art, I might reft!r to 
Dryden, who sings-

" Our thougbtleea sex ls caught by outward form 
And empty no~d lot~U it~~elf in man." 

If these learned authorities fail to satisfy the mind of 
my pupils I shall beg to refer them to the works of Sir 
Walter Raleigh and Lord Chesterfield, who are very 
copious on this subject. Bot as they progress in the 
experimental part ei the art, they will learn to rely 
less on authorities, and trust more to their own expe
rience and skill. Indeed I have seldom met with a 
man who did not consider himself, in his way, such a 
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proficient in this sublime art that it may be wasting 
time to dwell at all upon the subject of awhoritiu. 

RULE TRE FIRST. 

Set it down, then, that the women prefer trifler• to 
men of semt, and when you wish to make one of the 
sex tremendously in love with you, you will of course 
make yourself as big a fool as possible, in order to 
ensure the most speedy and triumphant success. You 
will do this not only because women prefer such charac
ters, bot you will also consider that so little do the most 
sensible and fasdnating wo:nan know of their own 
power, that, Nero-like, they will only stop to catch 
flies and goats. 

Your hope of <.-omplete success then, lies in your ability 
to be a coxcomb, who bas no earthly recommendation 
but his face, his coat, and his impudence. To acquire 
pleasing and fascinating manner~ you will do well to 
spend about half of your time between the curling
irons and the looking-glass, so as to become the paragon 
described by Mr. Tennyson. 

" Oiled and curled like an Assyrian bull, 
Smelling of musk and insolence." 

RULE THE SECOND. 

You will make an immense hit with the ladies by 
pretending to be no admirer of any particular woman, 
but a professcd adorer and slave of the whole sex; a 
thing which you can easily show by staring insultingly 
at every pretty w01:r.nn you meet. This will also be 
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following the analogy of nature, as we know that fteas 
and other disgusting insects molest those who have the 
tenderest skins and fairest complexions, just as the 
hnman ftesh-fties haunt the fairer part of creation. 
Then, as you are net a particulM, but only a gtnUal 
lover, the ladies will regard it as a safe busincss to 
receive the fractional part of your heart which might 
belong to them, just as a popular notion prevails that 
homeopathic doses of medicine are lzarmJas, to say the 
least. · 

RtiLE THE THIRD. 

You will do well to 'boast that you have no higher 
ambition in life than merely to render yourself agret.abk 
to the ladiu. This will at. once impress them with pro
found respect for the magnitude of your ambition, and 
the majesty of your genius. Every woman will be 
crazy to marry a mao of such splendid prospects ; and 
the whole sex will be most happy to avail themselves 
of the services of so aimnble and useful a gentleman. 
But let me caution yon not to give the slightest heed to 
those cast-iron, sneering kiud of men who out of jealousy, 
will say that yon were framed by nature to be a woman's 
fool, and who will further seek to annoy you by saying 
that the ladies change their Jo.ckey-lovers as often as 
they do their bonnets, because they s0oo get tired of 
them. 

· RULE THE FOURTH. 

If you can affect effeminacy and a lisping softness in 
your speech it will go a great way towards winning 
the confidence and esteem of a sensible and loTely 
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woman. Let your conversation never rise out of the 
level of balls, parties, fashions and the opera. The 
qpua will be not only a pleasing but an appropriate 
theme for you, .as it will associate you, in the lady's 
mind, with tho charming subject of mutic, reminding 
her that quavers nnd unmeaning words are always 
10ftu than its moro manly parts. 

RULB THE J'IFTIL 

By all means wenr jewelry ; if you have it not of 
your own, borrow it, or get it some other way, for you 
mo.st be snro that you go not into the presence of any 
woman, whose good opinion is worth having, without 
being loaded with jewelry. An immense breat~t.piu, 

either or diamonds or paste, with two rings on each 
band and a henvy fob chain, twelve inches long will bo 
sufficient to prore that you are a man of substantial 
good sense, and that you are tho possessor of a heart 
which is worthy of the confidence and admiration 
of any woman. · 

RULE TIIE Sli.TB. 

Remember that faint heart never won fair lady yet, 
aud that, therefore, you must push your suit wi th .tho 
determination and vehemence of an army of soldiers 
storming a fort. \Vomeu like men of courage, there
fore you should entertain the lady you would win with 
a narration of tho number of men you have knocked 
down, nt balls nnd bar-rooms, who had the temerity to 
cross your path. Be sure that you always make your
self the hero of some sCl'&.pe, for, notwithstanding the 
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ladies will readily know that you are telling u, s all the 
time, yet you show that you have a taste for fighting, 
and that you really possess all the attributes of a hero 
but the more brutal part of it,-courllgt. 

RULE THE SEVENTH. 

Remember that we do not like men f~>r the merit we 
may discover in them, so much as for that they can 
find in us; therefore be sure that no man out-fawns you 
in the attentions paid to the woman of your choice. 
Let your compliments be of so marked a character that 
there can be no mistaking them. For instance, you 
may ask her if she is ahvays particular to shut her 
eyes ou retiring to bed ? She will ask wily? And 
you will answer, Because if you do not, I fear tlwJ the 
brightntss of ttour eyes will burn holes in the bla,'lllcet, or 
ld the /wt1,$C afire ! This kind of compliment is of 
the most delicate nature, and will be certain to impress 
the lady, especially if she is a person of sense, with the 
sincerity and purity of your intentions. 

RULE THE EIGHTH. 

You cannot be too attentive to your dress. You 
should never approach a lady except when dressed so 
as to look precisely as though a tailor bad made you 
not more than fil'teen minutes before. Be careful that 
your figure is consulted in the col~>r and fit of your 
garments. If you are tall and lank, wear nothing but 
black, that you may " appear like a stick of black seal
ing-wax," which will impress the ladies with an idea of 
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the adhesive quality of your nature. If you are short 
and dumpy, and " better made for rolling than for 
running," you will look particularly handsome in light 
or grey clothes, which will greatly enhance your fine 
rotundity. If your legs are small and crooked, do not 
fail to have your pants cut to fit a little tighter than 
your skin, as this will show to great advantage the 
delicacy of your proportions, while, at the same time, it 
will familiarize a lady's eye to the sight of those dis
gusting spiders, which, otherwise, might cause great 
mischief by sudden frights. If you are wise, you will 
not fail to impress upon a lady's mind the idea that yon 
are a great deal more pa.rticulnr about your clotlus than 
your mind, for your mind, being always out of sight, can 
never offend her taste, whereas your clothes are con
stantly before her eyes. 

RULE THE NINTH. 

On being introduced to a lady you will immediately 
inform her that you consider that the proper study of 
mankind is woman, and that Pope was therefore wrong 
when he asserted it to be man. You will proceed to 
say that you have made the sex your study so long 
that you find it impossible to withdraw your mind from 
a constant inspection of everything a lady snys and 
does. This she will receive as a great compliment paid 
to her sex, while it will be particularly plea.sing to her 
to know that she has such a competent and vigil~nt 
spy upon all her. actions. 
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RULE THE TEln'B. 

If you are invited to dine, go at le.ast an hour, or au 
hour and a half before the time, for then the lady will 
be sore 'lltl:tr to forget yin~, as the attentive and polite 
gentleman who allowed her neither time to dress, nor 
to 8uperintend her dinner. Or, if it is not convenient to 
go so long beforehand, you had best not go till twenty 
minutes, or half an boor after the time, and so keep the 
dinner waiting, for this will get the lady in the habit 
of thinking of you when you are absent, which is a 
great point gained in the progress of love. But, under 
no circumstances most you arrive at the place about 
five or teo minutes before the dinner hour, for should 
you do so, the lady will be reminded of the vulgar 
showman, who cries -"Be iu time, be in time-just 
going to begin-be in time." 

RULE THE ELEVENTH. 

Much depends on your conduct at the table ; for 
Indies are very observant of all such little atrairs. To 
give one a good idea of your gentility, take your nap· 
kin and tie it round your neck as a "bib," turn up your 
coat sleeves, and fall to, without paying any attention 
to the lady who sits next you, for ladies like not to be 
disturbed at meals. To show that you relish your food, 
let your mastication be quite audible, and when you 
drink to a lady, say "here's luck," smack your lips, and 
cry "ha I" Nothing gives a Indy a more exalted idea 
of a man than to see that be is forltl of good eating 
and drinking. 
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RULE THE TWELFl'H. 

When you call upon a lady be sure that you . sBy 
something smart, and make some local hit applicable 
to herself. For instance, if you perceive that she has a 
co1tgh, yon can say that you nre sorry to hear that, as 
you fear it may lead to a coffin. Some such sublime 
joke as this will be sure to obtain you a favorable 
reception. Or you can entertain her, to a remarkable 
degree, by relating the number of your female friends 

· who have died of consumption within a year, and you 
('an wind up by quoting the following words of Moore : 

"I never had a denr gazelle 
To glad me with its mild blue eye, 
But when it came to know me well 
And love me, it was sure to die." 

This will make her particularly anxious to be CUl· 

sidored one of your " female friends." 

RULE THE THIRTEENTH. 

If you invite a lady to go to the theatre, neglect not 
to leave. her, and go out to drink with your male friends 
between each act, as this will show her that you have 
confidence that she can protect herself ; and if you can 
fall asleep during the play, it will be a great thing for 
you. as it will show that you are too much interested 
in her to take any interest in the play ; and, besides, 
she bas the sweet privilege of imagining that you are 
dreaming of her. Notbiug so fascinates a woman as to 
know that a gentleman dream.~ about her. Hence yon 
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will do well to always pretend that you dreamed of h~:r, 
whether you did or not. No matter if she understands 
your falsehood, as she will be quite sure to do, for still 
she cannot help being flattered that you think so much 
of her that you will tell her falsehoods to please her. 

RULE THE FOUR~EE~~H. 

It will be greatly to your advantage to entertain tho 
lady you would win with an account of the number of 
women who are in love with you, and of the decided 
advances which they have made to yo~J.; for this will 
not only prove that you are a great favorite with the 
ladies, and a man of true honor, but it will convince 
her that she may have the honor of being enrolled in 
the same list, and or being praised in the same way, in 
the presence of your other female friends. This will 
greatly delight her, and yon need uot be surprised if 
she testifies her admi~tion of your character by throw
ing her arms around your neck on the spot. And ir 
afterwards you should bear of her having said that you 
ougM to bt /w,ngtd, you will, of coarse, understand tbs.t 
11he wants to tl3e her own lovely arms for the Aalter. 

RULE THE FIFTEENTH. 

One of the most direct and sure ways to fascinate a 
lady, is to excite in her heart a spirit of rivalry, through 
jealousy. .A common way of doing this is to get the 
daguerreotypes of your father's cook and chambermaid, 
and take them to your lady-love, and tell her that they 
are the likenesses of two very rich and highly respect-
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able ladies who have for a long time persecuted you 
with their aft'ections, and at last have hatl the indeli
cacy to send you their pictures, without any solicitation 
on· yonr part whatever. This story will readily be 
believed, as everybody knows that ricA and rup«Jabk 
ladies are in the habit of doing just such things, and it 
will certainly convince any lady that you are a prize 
worth having, especially as she foresees that she would 
have the pleasure of having her home filled with a cab
inet of strange women's faces, which she could exhibit 
as the proud savage does the scalps her husband bes 
taken from the heads of his enemies. 

BOLE THE SIJ:TEENTII. 

If a lady you admire happens to make the acquu.int
ance of some gentleman of superior attainments and 
position to yourself, make yourself aa boorish to him ws 
possible, whenever you meet him in her company, for 
this will be sure to increase her admiration of ~. and 
cause her to despise him. And then, the moment he 
leaves, you will be able to demolish him entirely by 
assniliog his character-making him out a rascal, a 
roue and a libertine, of the very blackest dye ; and 
fail not to believe that the blacker yon paint him, the 
whiter you will look yourself. This course cannotfail 
to bring her to her senses, and convince her what o. fool 
shtJ bas made of herself by taking such o. ruffian and 
scoundrel for o. gentleman. And then she will admire 
you beyond description ns the di.JctnJeTer of his villainy, 
especially as she will clearly perceive the motives you 
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had for the exercise of such an extraordinary sagacity , 
By this course you will open to her mind a vein of cer· 
tain commendable traits of character possessed in an 
eminent degree by yours ~lf, and to which she might 
otherwise have forever reuaioed a stranger. 

RULE THE SEVENTEETH. 

If you have not learning, by all means yrrif:lul to have 
it, for this will give a lady, and all her friends, an 
opportunity of laughing at you, which will make you a 
most agreeable and amusing fellow in her estimation. 
But, if, on the other hand, you really possess some little 
learning, do not fail to show it off on all occasions. If 
a lady doea not know a word of French, you will, of 
course, intersperse your conv~rsatiou plentifully with 
words from. that language. You may ask her if she 
has ever read " Ls Egar~s du Ca:u,r 1" She will 
l!tare at yon to see if you are mad, and you will have 
the pleasure of relieving her alarm by telling her it is 
the name of a French book, the English of which is 
"The ·wanderings of the Heart," and which you be
lieve has never been translated into our language. She 
will think you really a charming man for having relieved 
the distressing anxiety which you had created. Now 
you can not only talk in English on the delightful subject 
of !wJ.trts, bot, having given her a taste of French, you 
can proceed to give her a useful and pleasing lesson in 
that language. Yon may tell her that you learned it 
very easily; that the words are Vt 'ry simple, and you can 
prove yourself by informing her ~hat the French word 
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for fool is folk, and for ass, : s fi'IUJ, that the masculine 
article a, is 1llll, and that el means and, that therefore 
1llll folk el rm 4'1UJ means a foot a'lld an ass. If there is 
no one by to correct your bad French you will get 
credit for being a great scholar, while the lady will be 
profoundly impressed with the beauty and propritty of 
your first lesson in French, and she will be sure never 
to forget y(lU, as long as she remembers it. 

RULE THE EIGirrEENTH. 

It will be a masterly stroke of policy for you to pre
tend to be an atheist, and to scoff at every idea of reli
gion ; for, if you have no respect for your Maker, nor 
for anything that mankind holds sacred, it will satisfy 
any intelligent and reflecting lady that y.ou will have 
all the more respect and love to bestow upon her. 

RULE THE NINETEENTH. 

You ought to know that there are four things which 
always possess more or less interest to a lady-a par
rot, a peacock, a monkey, and a man;. and the nearer 
you can come to uniting all these about equally in yout 
own character, the more will you be loved. This is 
also a cheap and excellent reci;-.e for making a dandy
a creature which is always an 'bject of admiration and 
esteem to the JadieR. 

RULE THE TWENTIETH. 

As lt«ls are of more importance to men than Atadl, yl)t~ 
will of coarse, sptnd all of your earlier days in leam-
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ing to dance, and when you are perfected in the art, 
you cannot do better than spend the rest of your 
time in dancing. Fail not to convince a le.dy that your 
reol existence is in the ball-room, and that during all the 
intervening time your godlike faculties are simply 
taking their natural sleep. You must not dance as a 
mere pastime and as an occasional amusement, but 
you must devote yourself to it as a business and a 
religion 

For which you wish to live or dare to die. 

Dance with all the might of your body, and all the 
fire or your soul, in order that yon may shake all 
melancholy out of your liver ; and yon need not res
train yourself with the apprehension that any lady will 
have the least fear that the violence of your movements 
will ever shrike anything out of your brains. 

RULE THE TWENTY·FlRSl'. 

Nothing so readily fascinates a lady as 10it; but as 
this is a very re.re thing, and only one in ten thousand 
really possess it, the best yon can do is, affect it
that is, yon can try to be witty, and even if you should 
fail, the lady's laughter will testify how much she is 
delighted at your effort. Puns are always delightful, 
and you must not forget that those only are good 
which are decidedly bad, a fact which is all in your 
favor. Should you hear a lady tell her servant to 
bring up the dinner, a delicate piece of wit would be to 
affect great astonishment, and exclaim, " bring ,u.p t~ 
diMtT! pray tell me, madam, hM yon• servant l'llfallowttJ 
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the dinner 7" Or yon can make a misstep, and 
bnmp your bead against hers, if you dare risk your own 
in such a collision and say, " Beg pardon, but you 
know two kula art better than ont ;" and even if you 
should happen to break a shell side·comb, and give her 
a headache for a day, she will forgive it because of the 
manliness and delicacy of your wit. Or you might 
contrive to kick her, leg with the toe of your boot, 
until she cries out with pain, which will give you a 
chance to defend yourself by declaring that she has 
" no right to complain, as it was perfectly leg-al." Only 
treat a Indy with such refined and charming wit as 
this, and she will be sure to betray the tenderest 
regard for you,· by affectionately wishing you were in 
"Abraham's bosom. 

RULE THE TWENTY-SECOND. 

Should yon invite a lady out to supper, you must, by 
all means, order three times as much of expensive 
dishes as it will be possible for you to eat, as this will 
show her that you have a generous disregard of money, 
and would just as soon waste it, as spend it econo
mically, which will convince her that your wife will 
never want for money, i. t. if you have any yourself. 

If it is not convenient to be so expensive, take the 
other extreme, and be as mean as possible. Condemn 
all dishes, that cost over fifteen cents, as being out of 
season or as unhealthy ; and all wints you are to de
nounce as vile drugs, which you will neither drink your
self nor offer to t 'JBe whom you respect. Then order 
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ale for two, which, as she will probably not drink of it, 
you will have all to yourself ; and, as you put the 
glass to your lips blow off the froth, or bead, and say 
"lur~s yot~ "-a compliment she cannot fail to appre
ciate and admire. 

RULE THE TWENTY-THIRD. 

Whenever you call on a lady, speak of having "just 
come from the clul>," aud dwell with pride upon the 
amount of time you spead there, because all ladies have 
great faith in the happy inft.uence of Ruch places as 
" clubs" upon a young man, in not only· teaching him 
the polite accomplishments of chewing and drinking, 
and a great many coarser habits, but they get him into 
the pleasBnt way of late hours, and of spending all his 
leisure time away from home. There is no sensible lady 
who will not jump at the chance of marrying one of 
these dub-n~en, for she knows that she will be relieved 
of his company nearly all the time, and that she will, 
furthermore, have the great pleasure of sitting up to 
welcome him home at the poetical hour of midnight. 
What a charming pro-;pect for domestic happiness I 

RULE THE TWEliTY·FOURTH. 

You must do everything in your power to convince a 
l:l.dy thBt you are, in a modest way, a great admirer of 
beauty ; an excellent way to prove which is, to be 
always seen, on rainy days, when the streets are 
muddy, standing at the corners, where most laLies pass, 
staring at the embarrassments of pedestrian beauty, 
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picking its blushing way through the mud. This is a 
compliment to the ladies, and a proof of your modest and 
tleoattd admirat.ion of the beautiful, which every respec
table woman will duly appreciate. And, by simply 
reflecting upon the gratitude with which you would see 
the same delicate attentions paid to your own wife or 
daughter, you can more fully realize the fascinating 
excellence of your character. 

RULE THE TWENTY·FIFTH. 

Of course you will never allow yourself to sit five 
minutes by the side of e. le.dy without paying her some 
respectful and delicate attention, such as taking her 
handkerchief, and spreading it out on your lap, or lean
ing affectionately upou her, or throwing your arm over 
the back of her chair, which will look to spectators as 
though it were round her neck ; or, if she wears a low
necked dress, you can stand bending over her chair, 
looking down and praising the ring upou her finger, or 
the delicate whiteness of her hnnd. This will convince 
a lady that you have not only an inquil'ing mind, but 
that you also possess the natural instinct of a. well-bred 
and warm-lwLrted gentleman. · 

RULE THE TWENTY-SIXTH. 

What is called gassing is a great card for a gentle
man to play, especially with an accomplished and dis
criminating lady. Whenever he meets her, he must 
pretend that he ha.s just come from a long and interest· 
ing- conversa.tiou with Colonel this-one, and <kneral that-
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one, or. has just dined with Honorable Mister, or 
Governor s<rand-so, and then speak of the great difficulty 
he had in tearing himself away from them. This will 
show her that be is conscious of possessing no merit of 
his own, to recommend him to her favor; which she will 
take as a pleasant and convincing proof of his modesty 
and humility, and which she will also charitably pass 
to his credit, against the lies which she well knows be 
is telling her. 

RULE THE TWENTY·SEVBSTH. 

Always make yourself CIJmfortabk in the presence of 
a lady ; which you may do, by sitting on the outer edge 
of your chair, and allowing your shoulders and body to 
fall backwards, while your legs are projecting forward 
into the middle of the room, and thrown apart like the 
divergent prongs of an immense pitch-fork. This is an 
elegant and tempting position. Then, in cold weather, 
yon can sit down in her pre~ence in your full winter 
rig, of over·coat, over-shoes, thick gloves and fur-cap, 
which will give you o.n air of great comfort, while it 
will, at the same time, be regarded as a sign of the 
most delicate respect for her presence. Or, you can 
accomplish the same desirable end, if the weather is 
hot, by going into her presence minus your suspenders 
and vest, with nothing on but your shirt, pantaloons, 
stockings and pumps. She will be Rure to appreciate 
this delicate compliment to her presence, while she can
not fail to be struck with the justice and propriety of 
yuppil.s achieving· all the comforts they possibly can dur
ing dog-day$, 
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RULE THE TWENTY-EIGHTH. 

As tJa11ily is cousillered one of the female virtues, yon 
cannot do a better thing than to evince as much of it 
as possible. A cbnvenient way to do this is to never 
forg!lt y(nmdf in the presence of a lady ; that is, be 
more particular to render the occasion agreeable to 
yourself than yon are to make it one of entire happiness 
to her ; for this will show her that yon t!U'flk too mucA 
of you,rself to descend to the small business of enter
taining a woman. Talk, therefore, only of your own 
affairs. Be constantly adjusting your shirt-collar, or 
arranging your cravat, which will not onlf show that 
yon are ambitions to look as handsome as possible, but 
it will be an employment for your hands, which might 
otherwise prove, in some way, an annoyance to her. 

RULE THE TWENTY•NINTH. 

There is no way in which you can be more service
able and render yourself more agreeable to ~ lady than 
to bring her all the bad news you hear, especially if it 
relates to herself. All the disparaging things you hear 
said of her, yon will, of course, take to her directly ; 
which will cause her always to hail your coming with 
joy, while it proves, beyond a doubt, that you have 
been well-bred, and are a high-toned gentleman. 

RULE THE THIRTIETH. 

If yon suspect a lady to possess a considerable 
amennt or strong good sense, and if yon know her to 
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have bad some experience in the world, you may believe 
that you can easily win her confidence and respect, by 
u.tuming an extraordinary amount of piety, virtue, and 
respectability; which she well knows to be an old trick 
of nearly all young scape-graces, who' have nothing but 
prefensicn in the great claims they make to mor~~olity. 
Therefore be easily shocked-be in constant alarm 
lest you should compromise yourself'-put on pions 
airs i and the lady will give you credit for obeying the 
sublime injunction of the poet, who says : 

"AI8U71U a virtue-if you have it not." 

RULE THE TBIRTY·FIRST. 

Always have some joke ready which is intended tc 
be a hit at woman. For instance, if you see a lady 
eating a piece of tongue, you can remark that you are 
surprised to see her doing that, as you thought the 
ladies had already ton~rue enough. Some snch origi· 
nal joke as this will impress a lady greatly in your 
favor, by ·convincing her that you are one of those 
commonplace, insipid creatures, whose intellect is down 
to the low level of woman's, and that you will not, 
therefore, be likely ever to startle and annoy her, by 
propositions or conversations beyond the reach of her 
comprehension. 

RULE THE TBIRTY·SECOND. 

You will do well to follow the example of a great 
many gentlemen, and practise killing ways before the 
looking-glass, which will be quite snre to give yon 
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a style as channing and faacinating as the manners of 
a monkey, while it will flatter the vanity of any sensi
ble woman to see what pains you take to render your
self so honorably agreeable to her sex. 

R~LE THE THIRTY-THIRD. 

Always talk a little doubtingly of female virtue, for 
that will show that you are rigidly virtuous yourself, 
nnd that you associate chiefly with a chi.ss of women 
who cannot fail to be of great advantage to you in giv
ing you proper, and snfficiently cautionary, ideas of the 
character of the sex. 

RULE THE THIRTY-FOURTB. 

Pretend thr.t you are perfectly invulnerable to all the 
charms of woman, which will convince her that you are 
the most vulnerable and snsceptil>le creature alive, and 
that you are always making love to every pretty 
woman you see, married or single. This will show that 
your heart is as tender as though it were rotte11, and 
that you would, therefore, make a most excellent and 
desirable husband. 

RULE THE THIRTY-FIFTH, 

Also, talk perpetually of your great caution as 
to what women you associate with. The louder your 
professions in this matter, the more yon will convince a. 
sensible lady that you would make lcve even to your 
washer-woman, without regard to color, and that your 
wife, therefore, may reaaonably expect to be relieved 
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of a great deal of the persecution of a husband's 
affections. 

RULE THE THIRTY-SIXTH. 

Always complain that your lady acquaintances are 
too numerous, and absorb too much of your time, which 
will convince a discerning woman that you have not a 
single respectable female acquaintance except herself, 
and that she, therefore, has you all to herself, includ
ing all your pretensiolUI and lies. 

RUL8 TBE TBIRTY•SEVENTB. 

If there iil a beautiful married lady in your neighbor
hood, you will, of course, try to flirt with her; and, os 
a preparatory step, you will cultivate the confidence 
and friendship of her husband, which is a most direct 
road to the affections of the wife ; for it will thoroughly 
apprise her of your designs, and then nothing will 
delight her more than to witness your efforts to impose 
upon her husband. If she is really worth flirting with, 
your success will be certain, and you will have the plea
sure of being laughed at by those adroit rascals who 
always avoid the friendship and even the acquaintance 
of a man, with whose wife they desire to flirt. 

RULE THE THIRTY·EIOBTB. 

It is a masterly stroke of policy of some young mel!. 
to be always railing at matrimony-an example I 
advise you, by all means, to copy, for it will give you 
an opportunity of cow ting every pretty woman who 
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comes in your way, without being suspected of any but 
the most . unselfish and honorable intentions. A man 
who despises matrimony, and who avows his determina
tion never to marry, bas also a carte ~ to the 
home of every young lady; for the parents know that 
there is no danger that be will ever steal away their 
daughter permanently in marriage, his object being 
only a temporary courtship. 

RULE THE TBIRTY·NINTB. 

There is an insipid tribe or triflers, called" danglers," 
with whom women are very fond of diverting themselves 
iii mock flirtations, when they have nothing better to 
do. They regard them as a class of beings beneath 
their monkeys, parrots, and lap-dogs; but, possessing 
the form, and, in some degree, the attributes of a man, 
they use them for pastime, and to practise themselves 
in the pleasant art of flirting. It will cost you but lit
tle pains to become one of these useful and happy 
beings. 

RULB THE. FORTIETH. 

If you have made up your mind to strike a woman 
quite <kad in luve with you, fix your eyes amorously upon 
hers, and gaze fixedly and burningly into them, as 
though you were mesmerizing her. If you perceive 
that it is with difficulty she keeps from laughing in 
your face, or, if she turns away her face in scorn, 
as though she felt insulted, you must, by no means, 
n•la.x your gaze, for these are clear signs that yon are 
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having you effect upon her. And if she sends for her 
father, or b :other, to kick you out of the bouse,. you 
may know that it is because she dare not longer trust 
hor.:self in your fascinating presence. 

RULE THE FORTY-FIRST. 

What is called attitudinizing is a great game to 
play upoil an intelligent and sensible woman-that is, 
to throw your body into a series of graceful pictures, or 
fascinating attitudes, which you must study before a 
mirror ; auJ, as a lady will readily detect your skill 
and pr(lctice, she will at once bite at so tempting & 

bait, and set herself to win your heart, as sincerely as 
a spider spins a fine web to catch a fly, for she knows 
that all such insects are easily caught, and easily bled. 

RULE THE J'ORTY·SECO!'<D. 

If yon perceive that a lady is decidedly averse to 
receiving you, and actually 1lies from your presence, 
you t~hould perpetually throw yourself under her nose, 
on the same principle that a horse is made to smell of 
a wheel-barrow to keep him from taking fright at 
such an ugly machine. 

RULE THE J'ORTY4'HIRD. 

Or, if a lady begins to show evident signs of weari
ness at your frequent calls, by all means double your 
attentions--call oftener, and stay longer, until you make 
yonrselC a fixture in her presence, like a dummy in the 
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door-way of a haberdasher. This will soon do the busi
ness for you, and leave no possible grounds to do:tbt 
as to your real position in her affections. 

RULE THE FORTY-FOURTH. 

If a lady condescends to treat you with a little fami
liarity, you must instantly take advantage of it, and 
make yourself as familiar and as agreeable as possible, 
which you may do by some such trick as sticking your 
segar almost into her eyes, to light it, or taking her fin
ger to bru~h the ashes from the end of it ; and if she 
should ask you why you do not use your own finger, you 
can reply by making a double nose, and say "no you 
don't," which will strike her with admiration both for 
your wit and familiar good breeding. 

RULE THE FORTY-FIFTH. 

Nothing makes a gentleman appear to so great 
advantage as to be good at " small talk," that is, to be 
able to prattle away for hours without saying anything. 
If you have not this fascinating gift of gab yourself, 
you will do well to take along some such help as Har
per's monthly picture-book, so that you can amuse the 
lady by studying the jokes to find ont where the laughs 
come in. If you should be unable to find any, you can 
make a joke yourself, by pulling the lady's nose, and 
exclaiming " not as you nose-on ;'' and then, by laugh
ing as loud !If you c1n scream, you will prove that your 
own unaided wit and genius have found a joke. 
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RULE THE J'OJn'Y-81XTII. 

It is a delightful and sprightly species of wit, called 
big toJk, which accomplished gentlemen sometimes 
indulge in, to entertain ladies by descriptions of mock 
adventures, such as riding an earthquake to water, 
drinking out or the milky-way, cutting a piece off of 
the spectre of the Brocken for a night-cap, catching a 
comet by the tail, or hunting for a calrs head in the 
cell of a moon beam. If, after you have deli.vered 
yourself of this matchless piece of sense and humor, 
the lady gravely asks if you had any difficulty in find
ing a calf's huul, yon may know that she fully appre
ciates your genius, and that yon have made an immense 
hit. 

RULE THE FORTY•SEVI!:NTH. 

I advise yon to study to perform a few pleasing and 
charming tricks in every lady's presence, such as 
snatching her pocket-handkerchief out of her lap and 
throwing it upon the floor, and violently stamping upon 
it; and when she asks, with terror, what you are doing, 
reply that you are killing a wiper. Or yon can open 
the door on a winter's night, and then astonish and 
delight her by asking if there are any pickles i'll. it? 
and when she asks what you mean, reply, "nothing, only 
I see it is tVjM." A few such tricks as these will con· 
vince a lady that you would be as amusing in a house 
·as a monkey, and therefore would be a gr¥t prize as a 
husband. 
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RULE THB FORTY·BIGBTH. 

If you intend to call on a lady in the evening, do 
not neglect to drink· liquor severo.! times, and several 
kinds of it, during the day, for this will give spirit to 
your conversation, while it will enable you to perfume 
her whole house· with a fragrance which can be equalled 
only by a scent that has now become very rare, in con
sequence of the scarcity of the animal that produces 
it. 

RULE THE .FORTY-NINTH. 

Giggle and laugh perpetually-make fun, even ot 
serious things ; for that will show that your heart is 
as light as your head, and that grief is as great n 
stranger to the one as sense to the other. 

RULE THB .FI.FTIETB. 

If you have not the natural sprightliness and rlayful
ness to enable you to take advantage of these rules, 
take the other tack, and be as surly as possible- that 
is, if you cannot be a puppy and frisk and bark, be an 
old dog and growl 
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